
The Kuji Hongi 11 $ * *c 
Volumes 7, 8 and 9 considered as a draft of the Nihon Shoki. 

By G. W. ROBINSON 

Introduction 

The purpose of this article is to draw attention to some evidence, hitherto 

,overlooked, which suggests that at least volumes 7, 8 and 9 (frequently refer

ired to below as the Chronicle of the Emperors) were a draft of the corresponding 

·portions of the Nihon Shoki. This evidence is afforded, principally, by the 

mature of the numerous discrepancies between the two works. These discrepancies 

1frequently involve the Kuji Hongi in error or inconsistency, and are generally 

:such as could not have been produced by anyone c<?pying from the Shoki, 

iunless created deliberately. If we examine such works as the 13 * *E lllt or 

·;R._ if, which undoubtedly were based on the Shoki, we find no similar discre-

pancies. 

It has been asserted so frequently and by such eminent scholars 111 the 

,course of the last two and a half centuries that the bulk of the Kuji Hongi 

1was copied almost word for word from the Shoki, Kojiki and Kogo Shui, 

that there seems to be a widespread impression that this is a proven fact. 

·so far from this being the case, the grounds for the assertion have never 

,even been investigated. 

There is only one valid test of the relative antiquity of two such closely 

:similar texts as those of the Chronicle of the Emperors and the Shoki, and 

that involves a detailed comparison of the texts and an examination of all 

the discrepancies which may exist. Such comparisons have been made, but 

-only for the purpose of textual editing. Critics have generally been content 

;to argtie that, since the Kuji Hongi is manifestly not the work of Prince 

Shotoku and Soga no Umako, as alleged in its preface, ~nd since it contains 
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references to events· later than the elate of the compilation of the Shoki, the 

close verbal resemblance between its text and other works is clue to its having, 

b'een copied, with only trivial alterations, from those works. Almost every 

refereri►e to the Kuji Hongi in criti,cal works contains a perfunctory statement 

to this effect. Even those who have most vigorously defended the author of 

the Kuji Hongi against the charge of foigery have seldom denied that the 

work was largely copied from the Shoki etc.(1) The little attention that the 

Kuji Hongi has received in the present century has been largely devoted to 

the small unique portions (i..e. principally the Tenson Hongi x_ 1* * *5 and the 

( 1 ) Defenders of the Kuji Hongi have been few. Only two large scale works, attacking 

the conventional theory of forgery, have appeared. These are (a.) Tachibana Moribe ij\'j ~ .:g:[$ 

. Kujiki Naobi • ~ *i.:1 ili( Ef (1812), included in vol. 2 of Tachibana Moribe Zenshu ~ it. 
(Tokyo. 1921). In this work, the Chronicle of the Emperors is regarded as parts of an early 

epitome, based on the Shoh The work is generally dismissed as being largely the product 

of its author's perverse desire to contradict Motoori. (b.) Mikanagi Kiyonao {&P ~ fFlr If{ Sendai 

· Kuji Hongi Sekigi :5t 11c ~ * ;,j,:, *r. W ~f (1883). This writer· also regarded the Chronicle 

of the Emperors as largely an epitome of the Shoki. The view that the Kuji Hongi 

was basically the work of Prince Shotoku and Soga no Umako and, consequently, 

earlier than the Shoki, has never been defended at great length. The few works; in which 

this view. is advocated are: (a.) Kuriyama Gen* rlJ lfil Kuji Hongi Gi 1i ;~ ;,j,:, *a~ (c. 1700} 

(contained in Kuriyama's posthumous collection, Heisoshu ~i ~ ~' most accessible in 

Kan'utei Sosho, it m ~ * ~ vol. 5.) This brief essay was ,vritten in answer to the criticism 

of Tokugawa Mitsukuni 1,f JI[ :Jc&], whose Kuji Hongi ni bassu tt 1! * ;,fs: {f.a (1691. Included .. 

in Mitsukuni's collection Jozan Bunshu 'fit ll.f ?k., ~' published 1724.) is the earliest condem

nation of the Kuji Hongi, of which the date and authorship are known. Kuriyama deplores 

the hasty and fallacious reasoning used to condemn the Kuji Hongi, but his mild protest 

seems to have been disregarded. (b.) Numata Jungi i-B !B )l!Ef ~, Shinado no Kaze ;I& :El: p 
v ~ (1829) and Kokui Ko Bemmo ~ ~ ~ ¥1)¥ ~ (1832). This eccentric and despised_ 

scholar asserted that the Kuji Hongi was authentic and the Kojiki a forgery. His views 

were not taken seriously by his more eminent contemporaries, Hirata Atsutane :zp: Ff! ~ J~L 

etc. (c.) Kujiki Hi Gisho Ko 1i ~ {f.a ~['=-17$ ~ :%. The only known copy of this anonymous,. 

undated pamphlet is a MS irt the possession of Professor Kono Seizo jiiJ ffi:f ~' .==:, who, 

kindly permitted me to inspect and photograph it. It appears to be an answer to the well 

known Kuji Hongi Gisho Meisho Ko 1! ~ + *r.17$ ii= §f.!~:% (1731) of Tada Gishun 

9fr t'fJ ~ ftt, Although its arguments are ingenious, it appears never to have become w~dely 

known. (d.) W.G. Aston, in an addendum. note to his Nihongi (London, 1896) vol. 2, pp .. 

431-2, expresses his inclin~tion to the view that the Kuji Hongi is authentic. Although 

the note is marred by some inaccuracies and a certain lack of caution, it is unique in its 

appreciation that the question is one to be decided on internal evidence. See also, ad

dendum note. 
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Kokuzo Hongi ~ ~*me.) or. to the problem of dating the work, as a whole., 

by consideration of the. latest references contained in it and the earliest 

citations from it 111 other works.(1) These studies fail to take into account 

the heterogeneity of the work. Anachronisms in the Kokuzo Hongi can do 

little more than tell us how late the work reached its final form ; they are• not 

sufficient, as has been acknowledged,m to establish the date of the entire 

text of the Kokuzo Hongi itself, let alone that of other parts of the book. 

The Kuji Hongi falls, for critical purposes, into four main divisions, as 

follows:· 

A. Volumes 1 to 4 ai1cl 6. These volumes contain an account of the 

Divine Age. The account consists, almost entirely, of a complex and clumsy 

( l) e.g. (a.) Professor Sakamoto Taro :t&: ;zj>:. -A.~~ Taika Kaishin no Kenkyu * {t * 
Wf v P.f]'. ·o/i': (Tokyo, June 1938) pp. 56-66. In this, probably the most authoritative 

recent study, most space is devoted to establishing the date of the composition; the conclu

sion is between 823 and 936. The bulk of the work is dismissed with the assertion that 

it goes without saying that it consists largely of citations from the Shoki etc., with some 

additions and omissions. Some space is then devoted to the unique portions, for which 

some antiquity is conjectured. (b.) Professor Saeki Ariyoshi 1~ 18 ~ ~' Kojiki Nihon Shoki 

oyobi Kuji Hongi no Hikaku Kenkyu 15" JJ JB 8 ;zjs:. ~ ;2, ». ~ ~ :;;js:. ;c. ID J:t i[ix_ i'iFf 31:: (in_ 

Meiji Seitoku Kinen Gakkai Kiyo gl;l fr!;~ ii WB ,'@:¥'ft ;e, ~, vol. 50, autumn, 1' 938). The 

first part of the article, only, is concerned with the Kuji Hongi, and consists of a survey 

of previous criticism, some discussion of MSS, and consideration of the purely e,;:ternal 

evidence for the early' existence of the Kuji Hongi. (c.) Mr. Kono Kunio fFiJ 9Jj, ~ ;ft}ii, 'Kujiki 

no seiritsuni tsuite 11:rJ*c. IV J:ix.:ft K iJ,';t v' t (in Shirin .EE.~ vol. 28, no. 4, 1943). Mr. 

Kono expresses high regard for the value of the Kuji Hongi, but believes it to be an early 

Hcian production. His article contains a valuable discussion of the problem presented by 

the seeming quotation from the Kuji Hongi which appears in the Ryo no Shuge. (d.) Mr. 

Iida S~eharu n'R EEi ~ TrJ, Hyochii Kujiki Kohon tJ lI:E ff 4J ti:l ;I:&: :z1-;;: (Tokyo, 1947.). This 

edition is based on the Goto Kujiki lti; ffiUI JJ *c. (Ise, 1678) o_f Deguchi Nobuyoshi 

al r=.l ~ ,f:}2, (The value of the Goto edition is not great, sin~e, on the admission of its 

edit~r; many of the textual disctepancies between the Kuji Hongi and other works have 

been ~ corrected.?) In his introductory section of nine pages, Mr. Iida considers some 

previous criticisms of the Kuji Hongi, and, maintaining, that the Preface was a later ad

ditioP., rejects the notion. of forgery, but he accepts, like Tachibana Moribe and Mikanagi 

Kiyonao, the view that the Shoki is the earlier text. It is much to be regretted that the 

draft of this author's Ku,iiki Ronko fi :;:$ ,lie. mlff ~ was destroyed in a fire in 1945) with the 

result that we are deprived of what would have been the only ful~ length study of the 

present century. 

( 2) Sahmoto, op. cit., loc, cit., where this seems t~ be acknowledged by implication. 
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patchwork of nearly all the relevant portions of the Nihon Shoki (i.e. Shold 

vols. 1 and 2) Kojiki · (i.e. ·vol. 1.) and Koga Shui. The attempt is made, 

with little success, to make a single narrativ.e of these miscellaneous materials. 

Throughout most of this section, only some twenty characters at a time ( often 

only two or three) are taken from any one of the apparent . sources. As a 

result, the phrases and grammatical usages of the Kojiki are found mixed up 

with those of the Shoki, while the numerous alternative versions of stories, 

kept distinct in the Shoki, are woven into one another in a bewildering fashion. 

The assumption that this section of the Kuji Hongi was copied from· the 

works named, rather than vice versa, seems well founded, since it is certainly 

inconceivable that the works 11amed could. have been produced from this pa.rt 

of the Kuji Hongi. At the same time, however, it is not impossible that 

this section of the _Kuji Hongi was based, no_t on the Shoki etc. themselves, 

but on their basic materials, a_ncl, subsequently, for motives with which we can 

readily sympathise, rejected. It might have been produced between the Nihon 

Shoki and the Kojiki, the. finished product being used a·s source in the hitter 

case only. This · conjecture is· at least consonant with the marked tendency 

for the extracts from the Kojiki to be longer than those which resemble the 

Shoki. The comparatively small portions, which appear to have come from 

the Kogo Shui, may· well have come from the sources of that work. In -any 

case, this section of the Kuji Hongi is so unlike the others, that no conclusion 

about its elate and sources . is necessarily applicable to the other sections. 

B. Volume 5. This volume, entitled Tenson Hongi ::R. f;f, * mE, is largely 

devoted to an account of the divine origin of the Owari and Mononobe clans 

and to their genealogies. Since it contains information not found in other 

works~ it has · been the object of some serious study.. It contains a few 

references to periods subsequent. to the reign of Suiko ( the latest involves the 

i·eign of Temniu). It is principally this volume that· has given rise to the 

~ommon view_ that a sc10q of the Mononobe was the author of the entire work. 
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C. Volumes 7, 8 and 9. These three volumes,_ the subject of the presen_t 

:.-study, cover the reigns of the 34 rulers (ii1cluding the Empress Jingo) from 

J immu to Suiko ( as far as the death· of Prince Shotoku ). In coritrast to A. 

above, the text of this section generally resembles, both in wording and 

arrangement, that of the Nihon Shoki alone. • The only conspicLwus difference 

.b_etween the two works lies in the relative quantity of material; the Kuji Hongi 

is far shorter. Apart from some use of the Chinese style posthumous names 

--of the Emperors and a single appearance of the term 5fl=I MX, this section con.:. 

.tains nothing which, on grounds of anachronism, suggests a date of composition 

later than that of the Shoki. 

D. Volume 1 o. This volume, entitled Kokuzo Hongi ~ H!t * *E, lists 

,the kuni no miyatsuko, giving in each case the first holder of the position . 

.Since this volume, like volume 5, is unique, it, also, has been the object of 

.serious study. · Although it contains· gross anachronisms (the latest of which 

.involves the date 823 A.D.), grounds have been found for regarding it as 

.basically ancient with -late interpolations. 

Before any conclusion can be reached as to the nature of the Kuji 

Hongi as a whole, all of the above heterogeneous sections require equally 

n1inute study. Until this has been done, we cannot be sure that these sections 

came into being simultaneously, simply because they now appear between the 

,covers of the same book. 

Although the· weight of past and present opinion makes the view here 

.advanced seem highly controversial, there is · nothing inherently improbable 

.about it. In the course of the four decades, which elapsed between the 

institution of some kind of an historical commission under the Emperor 

Temmu and the appearance of the Shoki in 720 A.D., we may justly suppose 

that numerous notes, rough copies, drafts and, even perhaps, completed, but 

.subsequently rejected, histories were produced. That a fragment· or fragments 

-0f these should have survived is surely not an· outrageous cojnecture. Further, 
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it . is not -impossible that, a century or so later, a sc10n of the Mononobe,_ 

finding himself 111 possession of such a fragment, might have genuinely· 

supposed it to have been the work· of Prince Shotohi and Soga no Umako; 

he might have. thought it worth his while to add some· information about 

his own clan together with some -other ancient fragments~ and then to make 

the resultant document public; he might at the same time have made a few 

annotations and interpolations, unconsc10us that some anachronisms, involved 

in them, would one day be held ·to disprove the authenticity of a document, 

which he knew to have genuine antiqu~ty. Such an explanation for the· 

circumstances, in which the Kuji Hongi came into existen~e, is, admittedly, 

purely conjectural and incapable of proof. Other explanations, on similar 

lines, , would · be equally acceptable. · But current explanations, based on the· 

unproven assumption that the Kuji Hongi was copied from the Shoki etc., 

are not only equally incapable of proof but are riddled with implausibilities, 

~ven absurdities. It is c·ommonly held that a Mononobe wrote the Kuji-· 

Hongi sometime between 823 and 936 (the · date of the earliest external 

evidence for its existence) and that his motive was similar to those of the 

authors of the Kogo · Shui and Takahashi U jibumi ~r; ;ji:, Et 3t, namely clan

propaganda. But these works 111 no way resemble the Kuji Hongi, for the 

element of propaganda, which · informs them, is confined, · in the · Kuji Hongi, 

to one of the ten volumes. It is true that the Chronicle of the Emperors; 

contains a number of references to the Mononobe, which do not appear 111. 

the corresponding portions of the· Shoki, but these, as shown elsewhere m 

this article, cannot be held to constitute the raison -d'etre of the Chronicle 
. . 

of the Emperors. We are seriously asked to believe that, sometime in the 

early Heian period, a scion of the Mononobe thought it possible to pass 

off copies of large tracts of the most famous monument of Japanese letters as 

the work of Prince Shotoku. · It is alleged that he took steps. to prevent 

suspicion touching the nature of his ent~rprise by altering the text of the 
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Shoki for the worse in certain minute particulars. Yet, if this was indeed 

the case, his effort miscarried. For many of the minute discrepancies between 

the two works do not seem to have been noticed until. now, long after the 

work has been dismissed as a copy. The further allegation that some of these 

discrepancies, deliberately introduced as archaisms, were in fact modernisms 

is too fantastic to merit serious consideration. Moreover, it is hard to believe 

that anyone ingenious enough to take such measures to establish the verisi

militude of his work, would have been wholly unaware of the clangers of 

ordinary anachronism, such as . the Kuji Hongi now contains. 

Not all critics regard the Kjui Hongi as a forgery. Some attempt to 

clear up the muddle surrounding the work by holding that the Preface was 

not written by the author of the rest of the work, or that some or all of the 

anachronisms are interpolations. But, once. either of these simple possibilities 

is admitted, the slight ground for the assumption that the Kuji Hongi was 

· copied from the Shoki etc. vanishes, and it remains to determine, by detailed 

textual comparison, whether that assumption has any basis. 

For convenience, and at the risk of repetition, it may be well to sum

manse here the evidence or arguments offered in the following pages : 

I. Dating. The chronology of the Shoki involves few inherent contra

dictions, while that of the Kuji Hongi involves several. These contradictions 

in the Kuji Hongi arise from spasmodic departures from the chronology 

followed in the Shoki. The examples clearly demonstrate that these departures 

could not have arisen through the inadvertence of anyone copying from the 

Shoki. Since these departures result in the inferiority of the chronology of 

the Kuji Hongi to that of the Shoki, in point of consistency, they cannot be 

regarded as attempts to improve · on the chronology of the Shoki. They are, 

however readily, explicable, if the Shoki is held to be the· later work, in 

which such errors would have been corrected. 

II. Formulae. In the phrasing of certain recurrent items, such as the 
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appointment of Heirs Apparent, the styles or appellations of Emperors, etc. 

etc., the Kuji Honji is less systematic than the Shoki. The discrepancies 

:under · this head usually involve only one or two characters at a time in 

passages otherwise identical 111 the two works. In these circumstances, the 

-explanation, which attributes these discrepancies to the influence of, e.g., the 

Kojiki, is unconvincing, unless it is at the same frme admitted that the Kuji 

Hongi was being compiled from materials, including the Kojiki, at a time 

·when the Shoki did not exist. Other discrepancies undei· this head involve 

the Kuji Hongi. in grammatical errors. These errors are allegedly typical of 

the decadent Chinese prose written in Ja pan during the early Heian pe1'iod. 

Unable · to find such errors in the prose of that period (generally noted for 

the excellence, not the decadence, of its Chinese prose), and noting, further, 

th9,t such errors do not; in practice, creep into epitomes of the Shoki, made 

at . an even later date, I attribute the errors to early ignorance of Chinese 

_grammar, and suppose that they were later corrected by the compilers of the 

Shoki. 

III. · Language. In this section, a few of the numerous linguistic differ

ences between the. two works are cursorily noticed. The conclusion is that 

these differences are the result of correction on the part of the compilers of 

the Shoki, since there 1s no conv111c111g explanation for them on any other 

hypothesis. (Again, they do not appear 111 other ·epitomes of the Shoki.) 

IV.. Arrangement. This section contains a few examples of parallel 

passages where the same, or nearly the same, material is arranged slightly 

-differently in the two works. It usually appears either that the arrangement 

-of the Kuji Hongi is the more clmnsy and that it could not have been 

adopted by anyone copying from the Shoki, or that the arrangement of the 

'Shoki has been distorted by the insertion. of extra material. 

V. Expansion in the Shoki. While there 1s generally no a priori reason 

to regard the additional matter in the Shoki as having been inserted in that 
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of the Kuji Hongi rather than omitted from the Kuji Hongi, there are certain 

passages where the appearance of the Shoki suggests that it is, iri fact, an 

·expansion of the Kuji Hongi. The argument of this section cannot be 

usefully summarised. 

VI. Comments. A few examples_ of the way in which the Kuji Hongi 

treats material, which appears in the 'original commentary' in the Shoki, 

suggest that the Kuji Hongi was not copied from the Shoki. Again, no

useful summary of the· argument can be offered. 

VII. Contents. The contents of the Kuji Hongi (vols. 7, 8 and 9) 

·and of the corresponding volumes of the Shoki are compared. It is noticeable 

that much of the additional information in the Shoki has been shown by 

recent criticism to have been derived from distinct sources (e.g.· material 

.i-elating to Korec1- or material which consists of extensive quotations from 

Chinese history and literature). · The absence of these and some other s_pecifi.c 

categories of material from the Kuji Hongi is so consistent and so nearly 

.complete, that it is hard to believe they can have been deliberately omitted 

by one copyiri.g from the Shoki, who would have had no knowledge of the 

·sources of the. Shoki; as such. Rather, the Kuji Hongi appears to have been 

a framework into which the additional material was inserted by the compilers. 

·of the Shoki. 

VIII. The threefold division of the Chronicle of the Emperors. The 

hitherto unexplained division of the Emperors into :R ¥., Iii$¥. and ijW ~ is. 

conjecturally interpreted· as a formal trace of breaks in the Imperial line, 

. which it would have been the policy of the compilers of the Shoki to obliterate. 

IX. Mononobe. The view that a scion of the Mononohe . clan, whose· 

genealogies largely occupy the Tenson Hongi, was responsible for producing_ 

the whole of the Kuji Hongi, is briefly consideied in relation to the Chronicle 

of the Emperors. It is argued that the Chronicle ·of the Emperors contains 

so sniall and so : appa1;ently haphazard a selection · of the entries concerning_ 
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the Mononobe, contained in the Tenson Hongi, that it does not positively 

.-suggest' Mononobe authorship, so much as Mononobe interpolation. 

X. Kojiki. The only items for which the Chronicle of the Emperors 

appears to be directly indebted to the Kojiki concern the ages, dates of death 

-or places of burial of six successive Emperors. These are listed. • This paucity 

-0f directly discernible connectiori between the texts of the Chronicle of the 

Emperors and the Kojiki seriously weakens the case for attributing to the 

·influence of the Kojiki many of the slight deviations from· the Shoki, alluded 

,to above. 

XL Objections. The appearance of- the Chinese posthumous names of 

-the Emperors in the Kuji Hongi, together with two other possible objections 

;to the view advanced in this article, are discussed. 

This study is harrow in scope, dealing, as it does, only with volumes 7, 

-S and 9, and touching on certain aspects of the problem only briefly. But 

·it is hoped that a prima facie case has been established. If it has been, it 

will not be sufficient, in refutation, to off er various alternative explanations, 

-of varying plausibility, for some or, even, all of the items of evidence here 

:adduced. The evidence must be seen and weighed as a whole and not only 

·item by item. Whether the interpretation · here offered proves to be right or 

wrong, it will remain true that no useful study of the Kuji Hongi can be 

·undertaken, without this evidence being taken into account. If the interpre

tation gains acceptance, the Kuji Hongi should provide valuable assistance in 

any future work on the constituents and methods of compilation of the Shoki. 

But even if the interpretation proves unacceptable, this article may still have 

·served some purpose, if it stimulates a comprehensive study of this neglected 

.but important work. 

References to the texts of the Kuji Hongi and the Shoki are made to 

the page and column ·or the following editions : 

Kuji Hongi,: Shintei Zoho Kokushi Taikei fff IT lj" 1n1 ~ B/2, * ffi volume 7 
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(Tokyo, 1936) 

Nihon Shoki: same; Part I, volumes 1 and 2 (Tokyo, 1951-52) 

I. Dating0
) 

Among the rules to which the composition of the Shoki adheres, is that 

,,of Chinese histories, by which the first year of an Emperor's reign is that 

following the year in which his predecessor died (with the inevitable exception 

.of cases of interregna). This rule holds irrespective of the_ date assigned to 

the actual accession of the Emperor, which is sometimes recorded in the year 

-of the predecessor's death. The Kuji Hongi, however, does not adhere rigidly 

to this rule, and the resultant inconsistencies with the Shoki are interesting 

,and suggestive. 

(a.) Kaika 

Nihon Shoki I 150~8 : 0S + ~ J:J ='F * "ifiJEE 1f- A -=f ~p ~ ~ {ir :5t '1F * 1E 

J:) f1t 1f- WA~ @ ~ ~ € etc . 

. :The year of accession is the 57th year of Kogen (i.e. ~ *) and :5t 4:- 1s the 

:following year ( 1¥ $ ). 

But Kuji Hongi 100-15 says: :5t4:-~**= }:! ~::t-=f 1@:~P~~{ir=4:-~1E 

}:!:@: ~ € etc. 

Clearly the K.uji Hongi 1s self-contradictory here, smce it agrees with the 

Shoki in assigning the death of Kogen to the 9th month of his 57th year 

(which must be reckoned as ~ * since the Kuji Hongi agrees with the Shoki 

,on the -=f .3t-T »:-for Kogen 1.) Nevertheless, the discrepancy between the 

two works persists in the dating of Kaika 6, i.e. Kuji Hongi dates this as 

( l) Ando Arimasu St: 1i ;fr~, Kuji Hongi Reki Ko !F'J ;2js:. M )if~ (I 697), consists 
of a list of the dates given in the Chronicle of the Emperors, which are amplified and 

corrected according to the Shoki. The author does not remark on any of the coincidences 

with the dating of the Kojiki. The author does not doubt the authenticity of the Kuji 

Hongi. This is the only work in which the dating of the Kuji Hongi receives special 

treatment. 
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--1::i f, and, perhaps more significantly in the dating of the burial of Kogen:-

this is given by the Shoki, in accordance with its 11onnal · practice m cases. 

of late burial, under Kaika 5 ; the Kuji Hongi does not refer to it in ~its 

chronicle of Kaika, but adds to its record of, the. death of Kogen: 1:& -rif j:::, .&~-

~- .. etc. Finally, however, the dating in the Kuji Hongi falls into line again 

with that of the Shoki, since both works date the death of Kaika in the 60th, 

year of his reign iind Sujin I as the year !:ff ~:!. Since q1e Kuji Hongi does. 

not. give_ days for any events in thi_s reign, no inconsistency in this connection: 

1s involved. (see f. below) 

(b.) Senka (This example 1s introduced here for convemence m con-· 

sidering that of the next. reign ; obviously, it is not a parallel to the· 

foregoing.) 

Shoki II 44 and Kuji Hongi 130 (Senka pre-accession) both have the follow-

mg: ~ f + = J.J. ~*JG M: ~ :f!p it~ 13 (:)7( ~ M ~ fiu~o ff§~ J: ~U ffi af\-

1lVJ\ J( ]i] :ff? JW (!) it 
Then the Kuji Hongi continues Jrom this point: 5t f TB ,fJI!. 13P 7( £ L 1:tI 

~ 5t f o 7C ~ ~ A etc. etc. 

But the Shoki has simply 1! 13P 7( £ z 1:tI 7( ~ ~ A etc. etc. 

Since both works date the death or° Ankan as z:, :!JP, the 5t 6¥ given by tlle 

Kuji Hongi impl.ies an interregnum .of a whole yea_r. The Shoki naturally 

gives 5t + ~s N Jiz, the first entry under which is _I£ J:l :ii l~ etc., given by 

the Kuji Hongi under = f lE J.}. But the Kuji Hongi proceeds with .::: J:l :E 

Jl #!}1 i.e. a date which properly belongs, as the Shoki has it, in the year N_J.f.€ •. 

The next dates given by the Kuji Hongi are, however, both selfconsistent and 

in line with those of the Shoki, i.e., the death and burial of the Emperor are 

dated by the -·Kuji Hongi in his 3rd year and by the Shoki in his 4th, in 

either case the year B *· (Note that the Goto edition reads Im 6¥ for = 6¥, 

and the Kokushi Taikei editor recommends acceptance· of this reading. If, as we 

may suspect, such editing as this of Deguchi Nobuyoshi, has affected the sound 
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transmission of the text of the Kuji Hongi, such anomalies as that mentioned 

above (Kuji Hongi ,_ff t{--~ = 6f- .=: }.] :E j{ }!J.l) may perhaps be clue to past attempts 

to make the Kuji Hongi more consistent with the Shoki.) 

(c.) Kimmei. This case is similat to that of Kaika, (a.) above. Both 

works date the accession of Kimmei as .gs. + = }.] f3t Ji€ Yitl 1¥ i:f:1 of the year of the 

death of Senka (B *), but, immediately before this the Kuji Hongi has ft 6f- :if, 

35( a 51~- Consistently thereafter, where the Shoki has Jc 6f- (i.e. &t ~:1) and 

= +, the Kuji Hongi has = 6f- and .=: 6f- respectively. After this the Shoki 

alone has entries for each of the years up to Kimmei 14. The Kuji Hongi 

rejoins the Shoki at Kimmei 15, from which point such dates (with days) as 

it gives are identical with the corresponding ones of the Shoki, and are con

sequently inconsistent with its dating of the first three years of the reign. 

It may be convenient to display the discrepancies betwee1i the two works 

111 the reigns of Senk.a and Kimmei as follows : 

6 JJp p'g ~ y B D<: ~ B * Jn $ * mf ......... '¥ R; 

Shoki: Ankan 2 Senka 2 3 4 Kimmei 2 ......... 15 
death 1 death I 

Ankan 2 Senka ~ 3 2 3 ......... 15 
death 1 (-=f-R of Senka 

·' one day death 
Kuji Hongi: consist- Kimmei 

ent with I 
year 
pg~) 

(d.) 'Yuryaku and Buretsu. In each of these two cases the Kuji Hongi · 

makes Jt + the year of the death of the previous Emperor. But, unlike the 

cases of. (a.) Kaika and (c.) Kimmei above, the -=f 3t are not · given for JC q=: 

but for = +, where, of course, they -are those given by the Shoki for 5t 6f-. 

Subsequent dates in both reigns correspond, as in the other cases, to those of 

the Shoki, and are, consequently, again inconsistent. 

(e.) Anko. Again the Kuji Hongi makes 5c &i=: the year of the death of 

the p:revious Emperor, but this time no .:::P ~ are given for any year of the 
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~eign. The Kuji Hongi omits all the information given 111 the Shoki under 

5t &f=, but rejoins the Shoki at = &p, and is thus inconsistent. 

Several pertinent observations might be made on the above examples, but, 

111 the context of the present article, the most essential is that such departures 

from the practice of the Shoki (and otl_ier Japanese histories) are not such as 

would be expected in a work based on the Shoki. Moreover, the detailed 

discrepancies, confusions· and anomalies involved, suggest that the w~·iter of 

the Kuji Hongi made, albeit incompetently, his own chronological calculations. 

It wonlcl be far-fetched indeed to suppose that, with the Shoki before him, 

he would have fallen into such confusion. At the same time it may well be 

that some of the inconsistencies arose, as suggested above, in the course of 

the transmission of the text, as a result of attempts at emendation rather than 

of scribal errors. 

A number of more miscellaneous differences 111 the dating of the two 

works should next be noted. 

(f.) In the reigns of the eight Emperors, from Suizei to Kaika inclusive, 

which are so barely recorded both in the Kojiki and the Shoki, it is worth 

noting that the Kuji Hongi does not. profess to off er such precise dating as 

the Shoki. The Shoki, indeed, omits the days, and, in one case, the month, 

of certain events usually more precisely elated, but in the Kuji Hongi this 

tendency is still more conspicuous. To be more precise, the Kuji Hongi 

assigns days to only 5 events in the course of these reigns, these events com

prising three accessions, one death of an Emperor and one appointment of an 

Heir Apparent. In the same period, it assigns a month, only, to 21 events 

fully dated by the Shoki, and to 8 events not recorded in the Shoki; and 

a year only to 5 events fully elated by the Shoki and to one event assigned 

a month by the Shoki. 

(g.) The same tendency not to date so precisely as d:e Shoki is also 

eviden~ in the Kuji Hongi's account of the reigns oi Keiko and Chuai. In 
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rthese reigns a month only is assigned to 9 events fully dated by the Shoki, 

.and a year only to 5 such events, while only 6. events are fully dated by the 

Kuji Hongi. In these reigns a further and probably connected tendency of 

the Kuji Hongi is to give very brief accounts· of events extensively and 

-circumstantially treated by the Shoki ai1d to bring together under one date 

items separately dated in the Shoki. (See below, 'Expansion' e. & f.) 

It might be argued that the compiler of the Kuji Hongi was attempting, 

111 such cases, to conderise the Shoki. But then why is this condensation 

,only sporadic and not a consistent policy throughout the work? It is 

·admittedly difficult to account for these sporadic imprecisions and apparent 

condensations on any hypothesis about the compilation of the Kuji Hongi. 

'They are simply mentioned here as a conspicuous difference between that work 

.and the Shoki. 

(h.) Possibly connected with the above elating tendencies 111 (f.) & (g.) 

:are at least four omissions by the Kuji Hongi of the season (Annei 38, ~ 

:1s omitted; Koan 2, ~ and 3 ;BJ(, Chuai 2, ;BJc). 

(i.) Further slight imprecisions of dating are found as follows: 

·shoki: 9M )fr$/>+ ~t)(--f:; J.J N $ ffiA aim ~'l etc . 

.K.uji Hongi : " ~· = Y.l tR etc. 

,(Note that the ~t illy -{ * of the Shoki agrees with the Kuji Hongi here. There 

.are a striking number of examples of agreement between ~t !Uf, -f * and the Kuji 

.Hongi, when all other MSS of the Shoki disagree. This needs investigation.) 

.Shoki : ff't )fr$ ·lfr ~ 1E J.J * :TI: #vLDt $ ... Ef:l r 
.. Kuji Hongi: " ... IW 

In Yuryaku I and Kenzo I, the Shoki has a :Jt::}] not found in the Kuji 

Hongi. In Kenzo pre-accession, the Shoki has· ¾ Y.l where the Kuji Hongi 

.has -:f ~. 

The examples 111 (f.) to (i.) above, though not necessarily incompatible 

with the view that the Kuji Hongi was based on the Shoki, are surely highly 
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consistent with the opposite view? 

Some other differences ii1 the dating of the two works may be noted ;· 

(j.) The accession of Hanzei. 

Nihon Shoki: ft+* lE f] T 3± jjij tit~ 

Kuji Hongi: ft:+ »JJ, 37( V4 + J[ Im J:] T :tt Jjij tit ftt 

First of all, + of P'-1 + is a corruption of 1r ( a common corruption.) The· 

month given by the Kuji Hongi, however, 1s nati.1rally incompatible with 

T :B: ffi}J. It is difficult to explain this error, but it may perhaps be connected 

with the death of Richii beign assigned (in both works) to the 3rd month of 

the previous year ; in this ,case it might represent a vestige of a further 

example of the feature shown in examples (a.) (c.) (cl.) and (e.) above. 

(k.) The first year of Jingo. 

Shoki (1 254-9): gs. + fJ ~ z;. ffv=l l=j=I + ff g ~".*hi 8 ~ ::t: hi¾ 4:.-lli ::t: 1/!f. ='F· 

E Jm ~ ffi ~ Jc + 
Kuji Hongi (110-s): Jc+gs.+ f] TE ffjij l=j=l-j'·ff g ... :7.Chi ::t:~='F E ~~ 

tirlf lfJc ft+ tw t-1s • • -~ * ~ 
TE are the correct =f 5Z for = + + Yl ffjij, Ej=f --=r--, being the 8th day. Since 

the first entry, in either work, under = + is for· + ~ )~, it is not impossible· 

that this dating by the Kuji Hongi is connected with that fact. Depending. 

on the view taken about the nature of the numerous records of Mononobe· 

appointments (see 'Mononobe' section, below), it may or may not be appro

priate to regard 7.( ~ ='F E ... etc. etc. as a later interpolation. (The only other 

uses of ::t: :w, in the Kuji Hongi, appear in the ·reign·s of Jimmu and Suizei

once in each.) At least it seems clear that we should not follow the Kokushi 

Taikei editor in emending T E to ~ z;_. (Not~ : mJ EH * reads ~ E, a con

flation of the two readings.) 

(1.) The death of Nintoku and connected dates. 

Shoki (1 316-4): /\ + i:i!Jf * .iE .~ tlt-=f· #jij ~ :9P '7c_ ¥ Ni 1:-+ fJ ~:*-ffyj B :ft

~ etc. 
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:Kuji H5mgi (115-8}: A+.=::q::~:;1cT:9Ptk/\YJ+lil3J(_~JMi4S-+Y:l etc. 

as Shoki. 

:Inevitably, the Goto edition has ' corrected ' the Kuji Hongi to bring it into 

line with the Shoki and the subsequent reference to the event in Richu pre

.accession, not omitting to alter +Ji 8 to +-.f::. 8, and the Kokushi Taikei 

,editor· recommends acceptance of these ' corrections.' Nevertheless, it seems 

likely that the original text was as above, particularly as the introduction of 

·T x for any year other than one connected with an accession is parallellecl 

,only once elsewhere. in the Kuji Hongi (see m. below.). Since the .:::p x of 

·.the year and the day of the month are those given by the Kojiki 'original 

.. commentary' (see '- Kojiki' section, below.), it is possible that /\ + .=: is a 

-confused reference to- the age of the Emperor (83 years) given in the Kojiki, 

rthough a simple error of transmission is also possible. 

The date of burial is of course incompatible with the year T :YP, and 

::.should almost certainly be regarded as resulting from the use of an entirely 

,different chronology (i.e. that followed by the Shoki), although other explana

;tions are perhaps just possible. 

In connection with the above date, we should note the entry peculiar to 

:the Ku ji Hongi : l\ + = q:: ~ = J:l z.., E ffflj o iJH 1~ g if:w t-f~ etc. In the year 

T ;9µ, corresponding to 427 A.D., the -=f 3t for the first day of the 2nd i11onth 

·were Z.., E; they were also Z.., E in Nintoku 84, according to the chronology of 

·.the Shoki. In either case l\ + = is erroneous, but it seems likely that one 

.. of the two· dates suggested, probably the latter, was intended. 

( m.) The death of Yuryaku . 

. .As i'n the preceding example, we find a confusion between the chronologies 

.. of the Shoki and the Kojiki. The Kuji Hongi dates the Empero1;'s death as: 

it .=: + i3 E t}( l\ J:l f9t -¥ ffJ}j pq r, the -=f 3t of tl{e year being those given by 

;the Kojiki, and those of the day, by the Shoki.· (The Shoki's -=f .3t for the 

:year are B 51~, to which the Kuji Hongi is emended, as usual, by the Goto 
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and Kokushi· Taikei editors.) We should note that the Kuji Hongi here: 

includes the age and place of burial of the fanperor, as given in the Kojiki,.. 

the wording and spelling of the place of -burial being identical. 

( n.) The death of Richu. 

Ku ji · Hongi 116-4. The Ko jiki ' original commentary ' elate is given m a. 

comment in the Kuji Hongi. The age given in this comment, however, .. 

is the same as that already given (70), and differs from that of the Kojiki: 

(64). 

( o_.) Some differences in the dating of J immu's reign. 

B ±- /rr:- sc: - H * .IJP yffl ]9t ~ (Kuji Hongi) 
;;,r--. -r '1" - n ::f: ~ 1/iE * $;• (Shoki) 

Note that ='-F :!Jp and =E }Jz are adjace11t -=f :;,t. En }Jz is inconsistent with ='-F :!Jp ff})jY' 

but among the possible si:mple corruptions is ~ fl<: which ·would give the same, 

day (2oth.) as the Shoki. 

The Kuji Hongi has r Rt, where the Shoki gives a full date (year, month. 

and day-3lst year). In contrast to this, the Kuji Hongi assigns a day to an,_ 

event merely assigned to ¾ .r:I in the Shoki. This is the only instance of the· 

Kuji Hongi dating more precisely than the Shoki; numerous instances of the· 

reverse have been referred to above. 

A few even more trivial discrepancies exist, which are omitted here. 

Although the chronology of the Shoki is not entirely consistent within• 

itself, that it is much more nearly so than that of the Kuji Hongi is surely 

demonstrated by· many of the above examples. Those who maintain that the· 

Kuji Hongi is the later work must explain how and why an often chaotic

chronology came to be substituted for a comparatively orderly one. They 

niust explain why, with the Shoki already in existence, the compilers of the· 

Kuji Hongi felt it necessary to make their own chronological calculations and 

why they made them so incompetently. On the other hand, the above, 

examples, taken in conjunction with other kinds of diff ei·ence between the· 

two woi-ks, afford to those who believe that the Kuji Hongi was the earlier 
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work, more material for investigating the way m which -the chronology of the 

Shoki was constructed. 

It may be relevant to add a note on the method of stating the --=f 3t of 

the year in the Kuji Hongi. Excluding the exceptional case of Jimmu and 

the dubious reference to ;ii$~ 5c + (see k. above) three methods are used: 

( i ) 5G-1f ~ ~( ff] [!1 16 times. 
( =etc.) 

( ii) :o/t $ BJ [!1 14 times. 
(=etc.) 

(iii) 5c + (no --=f 3Z) 5 times. 

The distribution of these formulae is interesting. The first use of (i) appears 

under Sujin, while for 7 of the 8 preceding reigns (so exceptional in other 

ways, also) formula (ii) is used. The other seven occurrences of formula (ii) 

include the four abnormal cases of Kaika, Senka, Yuryah1 and Buretsu 

( examples a., b. and d. above) together with the reigns of Seinei, Kenzo and 

Sushun. The practice of the Shoki, of appending to the account of the 1st 

year ¾ + -lli ;:.t 1i_N. ff] [!1 is never followed. Parallels to (i) and (ii) can be seen 

in 7th century i1~scriptions, though the normal practice at that time did not 

link the date with the reign of the Emperor. In the 8th century, (i) became 

the common practice in inscriptions etc., but in the Nara and Heian histories 

fo~·mula (iii) is used. 

II. Formulae 

By formulae is meant those standardized phrasings of certain recurrent 

items, such as the accession of the Emperors, the appointments of Heirs Ap

parent or Empresses, the changes of capital or palace, the styles or appellations 

of Emperors, etc. etc. As a general observation on the difference betweeen 

the Shoki and the Kuji Hongi in this connection, it may be said that the 

latter wo;rk is, on the whole, less systematic than the former. This would seem 

to be the reverse of what might be expected, on the assumption that the 

latter work is ,the later, but precisely what might be expected on the opposite 
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~ssu111ptiorL (It is true that, · where comparable., the 'usage of the Kojiki is 

more uniform than either of the two works under c;:onsideration ; but· this 

would -seem to be d11e nierely to the gr~ater si1i1p1icity of the Ko jiki, both in 

detail- and in general design ; that is to say, for exarnple, it neither distinguishes 

twq · classes of ' mikoto ' nor does i,t employ a chronology.) Most of the fol

lowing examples, moreover, individually as vVell as coll~ctively; 'sugge·s~ that 

the-Kuji Hongi is the earlier compilation. 

(a.) The mode of ref erring to the Emperor at. the beg~nning of each 

reign. With three exceptions (Jimmu, Jingo and Ninken. See· below.), the 
• ' • - 0 • 

Shoki begins -its account of· every reign simply : ~-t "J( ~' (* Kiili ":R.. ~ in the 

case of an Eµipress) followed in most cases (i,.e. where applicable) by ~t '}( ~ 

~Q-=f-{:g or ;l(-=f-fg etc. 

The Kuji Hongi is less uniform and its usage normally 9-iffers from the 

above. 

Of the 34 reigns included in the Kuji Hongi, 20 are ir1troduced as· fol

lows:-~~~ :;f,f, then much like the Shoki, though small diffetences sometimes 

appear ( e.g. ::t( -=f for -=J .. etc.)~ 

5 · more are variations of this, namely, 

~ ¾ ~ * f ~ * (2) 

(2) 

(Suiko) 

The remainii1g 9 are, more or less, different from the above and from 

one another. 

· Jingo is virtually the same in both works, the Kuji Hongi omitting ~

and only diff eri11g from the Shoki by inserting * after -~ ~ :R Ji fzl£ ~: · 

Ninken is virtually the same in both works and is of exceptional interest, 

as follows : both. works begin f:t tt ":R.. ~ ti\t k~n. Then th~ Kuji Hongi 

continues ]! 45 * 'A + ill~ iB irt tt ":R.. ~ ~ fB: 3t -{:g 

The Shoki is the same, except that ]! 45 * ~ · appears as a comment m 
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:small characters, followed by § Jti ~ )( ¥: ;;f j3 tf + mL~ Jl:~ )( ~ JffiJ § ii ~ if 

B*Jf 

,Compare the way m which the two works open their accounts of the reign 

•?f Jimmu. 

Shoki : , Jfr$ 8 * ·~ i~ ~ )( ~ ~ g: :k :k kB ~ g: 7f][_ ~~ :ilt t~· i~ ~ ~ ;;f it 1¥ 

f;fHB r ih 

{:g 

C I K .. H . 13 L" ..,r,~ ¼;::f ( 7) . ~ A -~ ,":<El-' ~ <"' ± ,)tf, 'ffi'r"' _.,.-f.,. rglSf. ,;Ii 
' ompare a so UJI ong1 3?: 1,if, ,,i" '''U .. 80- · • ,,::i. 7J,. 1~ ~-o /, "J.tr- ;a. tJX ,~ 1E1, JJJ!!s ~.\l/ 

The above are the only two examples 111 the Shoki of the use of !.'¥ with 

.reference to an Emperor. 

The 3i!Hf rejects the six characters ~ to Ji!, (in the Jimmu citation), 

:supporting his arguments partly by the comment on the character ~ in the 

:case of Ninken . above. This comment itself is rejected by the * ftJl as an 

:interpolation. Rejection of the comment would slightly favour the argument 

f ~r the antiquity .of the Kuji Hongi, but its retention is by no means damning. 

Without going deeply into the matter here, it may be observed that the normal 

usage of the Kuji Hongi would be to place ~ before {:'t tt, which usage is 

followed in the case of Jimmu. 

The remaining variations exhibited by the Kuji Hongi are as follows: 

(The corresponding entry in the Shoki conforms to the normal pattern in 

each case.) Suizei : 

{Iii common with other occasional appearances of the ~ ~re, the above ~ etc. 

must be regarded as an interpolation. See "objections" below.) 
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(Note: Shoki has * a ;,j>:; Kuji Hongi elsewhere. as above. Note als.o the error in the

reign of the next Emperor, Kosho, whose father is given as Annei in mistake for Itoku. 

This error probably arose from the unusual way in which Itoku-as well as the two· 

preceding · Emperors-is introduced, his father, Annei, being mentioned before him. The

writer of the Kuji Hongi seems to have referred for Kosho's father not to his sources 

but to his own text, a casual glance at which brings Annei's name first to the· eye. The· 

process here conjectured is analogous to that which probably led to the errors in the: 

dating of the first years of certain Emperors' reigns-see 'dating.') 

Chuai: 

( compare ~hoki: ffe {rf:i lt 7(. ~ S * :IEt ~ m = -=f-Aft) 

Keitai : · !l ~ * ~ 7(. ~ lJ! ~- lt 7-( ~ 1f ... 

(Shoki also gives ]! 1:5 lt :;t: ~ at this point as comment.) 

Sushun : -The standard Kuji Hongi formula with 7(. ~ for ~-

It has been suggested to me that the reason for this erroneous use of 

~ in the· Kuji Hongi is that the anachronistic Chinese posthumous name (~),. 

which appears in the heading of each reign, was in the original compilation 

and not, . as · I hold, an interpolation or alteration ; and, therefore, the compiler& 

of the Kuji Hongi inserted ~ before the Japanese ~ to distinguish it from 

the Chinese one ; this argument at the same time is held to account for the 

use of ~ instead. of:: .. ~~ ~t• this point;· 7(. ~ having already appeared in the 

heading. · .If this -feattire is considered in isolation, this is, doubtless, a plausible 

explanation. But it 1s not the only possible one. Not only are there no 

features in the Nara and Heian histories which might be thought to have led'. 

the compilers of the Kuji Hongi into making·such an error (whether deliberately 

or inadvertently), but the explanation also fails to take into account the varia-

tions exhibited by the Kuji Hongi in this context, some of which, as shown 

.above, involve the. omission. of~ or the use of 7(. ~ for ]j#)'., and one of which 

(Jimmu) involves the assumption that .the compiler deliberately ignored the· 

Shoki's correct use of ~- Some of these might perhaps be atti-ibuted to the 

inadvertence of the compiler or . to later correction,. _but this would still not 
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.account for the way in whiGh, e.g., Suizei or Chuai are introduced, or for 

the use of ~ for J( ~- in other contexts (see b. below). ls it not more 

natural to regard this erroneous use of ~:, taken in conjunction with the 

other variations, as one of many errors, which were subsequentiy corrected in. 

the Shoki? (See, also, 'objections' below.) 

(b.) The usage of -ifrJ and Ji (mikoto). 

It is well known that the first occurrence of the character ~ in the Shoki 

(I 1~5) is followed by the comment: ~ jt 8 ~o §Ji 8 fii- o 31:t ~Jll ~ • ~o, 

T--Wt/J!£Jl:t 

The Kuji Hongi exhibits noticeably more excep~ions to this rule than does: 

the Shoki, while not disregarding it completely (as does the Kojiki). The: 

Kojiki usually introduces the Emperors as * irr; the similar ·practice of the 

Kuji Hongi (using :'.:~) has been described above. There are however some· 

examples of the Kuji Hongi using -ifr1- where the corresponding Shoki has. 

J( ~- ( see table.) 

The Kuji Hongi (105) also uses 1frr when referring to ::k 1ifI and ;J, :trft,. 

while, in the parallel passage, the Shoki (I 198) refers to them as §1..::P and 

~ respectively. Once only does .'.'.:~ appear after + 11ft in the Kuji Hongi 

( 105-4 ), -ifrJ being used in all other references, including that in the parentage-

of Chuai cited in (a.) above. On the other hand, the Kuji Hongi uses ~t· 

(as does the Shoki) when referring to the prince by his later name, 8 * :IEt~ 

The usage of the two works when referring to Emperors may best be 

displayed in tabular from. It will be noticed that, though neither usage is. 

wholly systematic, that of the Shoki is the more nearly so. In particular,. 

the Shoki never uses -ifrJ of an Emperor, while the Kuji Hongi does so 1 O· 

times. Is it unreasonable to. suppose that the more nearly systematic work 

in such a matter is likely to be the later · one ? · (The virtual uniformity of 

the usage in the progeny lists; which the Kuji Hongi provides at the end of 

many reigns, is interesting. See arrangement, below.) 
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Emperor 
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Birth I Pro~eny\ Appointment 
List as Heir 

Other significant 
references 

. KuJ'i K .. 
KujiHongi _H_o_n~g_i _, __ S_h_o_k_i_,_._B_o_:~Jg~\_, ___ Shoki Kuji Hongi 

omit~ birth ~ 
------.---,,-----------------~--~----- i 

_Sc:_l• __ ~_-::-°'_---4--~-'-_:::_~-I---~-----~! ___ ----------·- ___ 11 __ [ __ 1._1 --,--- ------- ··- : 

II ~ II II I £ .:._F-
-----j-----·-·------- --- -·~---·------·· -------·1----1 _____ , _____ , ----- --------

II II II 

---·-·------·---1-----1----l·-----1-~~~-
~ tf;: II #* II II {;j';- -Y.-~£ in 

-----e-----1-----1----1----1----1-----,-~~-~-'-,~-'4.;;,¥c. -
II II II 

II II II 

~ II II II 

II II II II 

{:::::. ,, II II 

fi :ff!jr II II 

no style II II II 

II II II 

ff~ ~r[r II 

{:::::. tffi II " 
Referred to as :ff!jr through
out pre-accession, in both 
works, and at accession. ----~----- --··- --1-----1----1----~----I--------.!...._---~~---::..::....::..-=-::.::..::..:::::. 

1;;:: ~ I 

N.. IE II 

:ft ~ It 

II 

II II 

? " ff 

If If 

£ T £ T I 
Ref erred_t_o-as_N_=::T-

throughout pre-accession 
in both works 

as above 
---------·---l----1----1----l-=--=----=----~-

Ref erred to as )i;:~ 

~ 

II II II 

II 

.=E in both works, only 
in citation from tff,\p.; 

(as above) 

II 

(.=E) (.=E) 

throughoi1t pre-accession 
in both works 

Referred to as ;,z~ 
throughout pre-accession 

in both works 

II If 

1{ 
s 

,:cE: 

'* 
{f,e, 
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Probably the only breach of the fr;: ::@:. rule 111 the Shoki is the reference 

to Prince Shotoku (II 159-9): !f j5 -~ ~-fit Jf ~ -=f w where the Kuji "Hongi 

( 13 7-16) has ~ ::t( -=f J:: 8 !f ,J5 J: ~-~ Jf ::fi. The above seems also to be the 

only example in the Shoki of the style 'miko no mikoto ' which with 'hitsugi 

no miko no mikoto,' is fairly common in the Kuji Hongi. (See c. 'accession' 

below.) 

As a refutation of the argument here advanced, it has been suggested to• 

me that the occasional misuse of w by the Kuji Hongi is due to the influence· 

of the Kojiki. This may well be the case. But . the point at issue 1s the 

relative antiquity of the Shoki and Kuji Hongi, not that of the Kojiki and 

Kuji Hongi. This objection would probably not be raised, if the great dif

ference between the Chronicle of the Emperors and the account of the Divine 

Age were not ignored. This difference has already been referred to above 

(introduction). Undoubtedly the Kojiki or its materials were directly used 

for the account of the Divine Age, where the wording and the spelling of 

the Kojiki are so extensively used. But this is not the case in the Chronicle 

of the Emperors, where the only directly detectable apparent borrowings frofo 

· the Kojiki are some details connected with the deaths of six successive· 

Emperors (see 'Kojiki' below). It seems possible (even probable) that the 

Chronicle of the Emperors was written between the Kojiki and the Shoki. 

What seems improbable is that in a work allegedly ·· copied almost word for 

word from the· Shoki, the influence of the Kojiki should make itself felt one 

word at a time in such ways alone. On the· other hand, a work, in which 

the distinction between * and ~ was being made for the first time and 

which was being drawn up from materials in which only w ( or a kana rendering) 

was used, might reasonably. be supposed sometimes to copy its sources without 

making the necessary corrections. 

(c.) Accession. 

The formulae used most often by each work are, respectively, 
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Shoki : (~) ::}.( r ~p X ~ {ft ( 15 times, including slight variations) 

Kuji Hongi: (~) ::}.( -=f· :ft ~p X ~ 1ft ( " ) 

There are slight variations involving the om1ss10n of ~ · ol' x ~' and excep

tional cases, such as the use of {i ::a- for ~ :;t: r (Hanzei), etc. 

The most interesting exception is that of Nintoku, alluded to 111 the 

table ; i.e. in both works, 7( i~ ~I :ft 13P x ~ {ft, which may be considered in 

conjunction with the exc::eptiortar'· use of the · style it throughout the pre

access10n. 

(d.) The usage of fi_l and ffi. (hime ). 

To summanze briefly, there are 9 examples of the use of f;_l by the Kuji 

Hongi, whei·e '!fR IS used in the Shoki. (It may or may not be significant 

that all but one of these appear before the reign of Jingo, i.e. in vol. 7, 

-=:R.. ~ * *E) There 1s one example of ·the reverse, three examples of ft! m 

,the Kuji Hongi for gfil in the Shoki, and two examples of the reverse. (Some 

· of the above are doubtless corruptions, but probably not all.) 

(e.) The formula for stating the mother of the Emperor. 

The most common formula in the Shoki is : 

-EI= 8 A~~ or §1£ (ifir) 18 times, out of which the Kuji Hongi Is the same 8 

times. 

The most common formula in the Kuji Hongi is: 

· -EI= 8 ~ )8-;4.·U~ or fi. ($) 13 times, of which the first 9 occur in consecutive 

reigns (ltoku to Ke~ko; the series probably extends to Chiiai, assuming that 

under Seimu the omission of 8 was inadvertent.). This formula never ap

pears in the Shoki ; instead the Shoki 4 times says, ff]: ~ )§- 8 * f.(R or yj£ 

(tfr.r-), which occurs, interestingly enough, in the consecutive reigns of Suinin, 

Keiko, Seimu artd Chiiai. 

Further variations occur m both works, but they do not merit detailed 

description. 

(f.) Methods of listing progeny. 
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Jt is difficult to say which of the two works is the more systematic in its 

.usage, but some differences should be noted. Sometimes the Shoki is the 

!Ilore precise, sometimes the Kuji Hongi. F_or example, 111 

:Shoki, Sushun 1st year (II 129-7) .. .fik ~ ;ltt =1;14 :)\f 

Kuji Hongi, " (135-1) ... ~~!3-fr;l;t~(* 

-or Shoki, Bidatsu 4 (II 105-9) ... ~ ~:W ¾ 

Kuji Hongi, II 

ithe Kuji Hongi 1s the more precise. 

•On the other hand, in Shoki, Keitai 1 st year (II 16-1 and 16-3) ~ =: fr 

-~ 8 ~{rp 8 ~& l=1 * 
"Kuji Hongi (same year) (128-:15 & 16) ~.=:fr :Jtt.:X ~ :::7( :Jt!; the opposite 1s 

ithe case. Other examples of both kinds occur. 

The _ Kuji Hongi tends to use only 37( in long lists where the Shoki 

·.uses ~ -, m- = etc. Again, where the Shoki lists ;!t-, ·;J=l: = etc., the Kuji 

Hongi always omits . all, or all but the first, ~, but either retains the numerals 

,or substitutes :9( for them. 

For ~ or ~ ~ in the Shoki, the Kuji Hongi_ usually writes ~ ~- (But 

once the Kuji Hongi-:-95-16-writes ~ fr5 ~ for fr5 ~ in the Shoki.)_ 

Before leaving this formula, it should be noted that the use of 37( ii1 

progeny lists, more frequent in the Kuji H~:mgi than in the Shoki, is in fact 

the normal practice of the Ko jiki. This .aga_in, like the use of -Cfl: refer~ecl 

to in (b.), is more suggestive. of _an intermediate work, compiled from materials 

like those of the Kojiki, t.han of a work copied from the Shoki. 

The rer_naining two formulae are matters of grammatical usage, but they 

are treated here because they concern recurrent items; it is· clear in each case 

ithat the Shoki is correct. 

(g.) Change of capital or palace. 

The principal point of difference here 1s the express1011 1-j) :ii us.ed by . the 

Kuji Hongi where· ~ iB is used by the Shoki. This occurs 9 times. . Only 
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once (Annei 2) does the Ktiji Hongi conform to the Shoki usage, though it 

also twice agre~s with the Shoki in saying ]ff_ fB. 

There is also a· difference in the way of recording the name of the capital 

or palace, e.g. : 

Shoki, 

II (129-5) fB ~ Ill it~~ 1~ =!lk s Kuji Hongi, 

or Shoki, 

Kuji Hongi, 

Senka 1 (II 4·4-5) r:i #~ r t't P1¾1Jl A fill'~~ s ~Je ill 

II 

and several similar instances. Other vari~tions ~ncl differences occur. With 

the doubtful exception of the case of the capital of Suizei, the two works 

never employ identical phrasing in this context. 

(h.) Appointment of Heir Apparent, Empress etc. 

Where the Shoki correctly has 11. ;l\:S ~ ~ }ii (~ :;:t -=f etc.) the Kuji Hongi 
' ' 

frequently writes :Jl:t J'.z::g; ~ }ii etc. In its pure form this solecism is made,. 

certainly, 31 times, while conformity with the usage · of the Shoki occurs,. 

certainly, only 14 times. There are 9 more passages where we may justly 

suppose· that the same solecism h~s been committed; and these are particularly 

interesting, in that they c~nfirm the suspicion, frequently aroused by a com

p~rison of the Kuji- Hongi -and the Shoki~ that the faithful· transmission of 

the former ·has been· in~peded by ~arly attempts -to bring it into conformity· 

with the latter. To be specific, there are three passages where, for 11. i--t g; 

in the Shoki, we find 'JL. :Jj:t_,; 'JL. g; i~1 th:~•- Kuji Hongi. Jn one of these cases,. 

two MSS lack the first 11., and one lacks the second. In each case the Kokushi 

Taikei editor proposes, surely wrongly, to reject the second 11... There are·. 

also four cases of J;). ( once a variant reading, 1®':, is possible) * 11. ~ for 11. 

* g; ( 3 times) and ~ ~-t g; (once) of the Shoki. 

I have been told that these last two examples, togethe1: with the usage· 

of particles and other linguistic features, mentioned 111 the next section, are 

to be regarded as typical examples of the decadent Chihese prose, with a. 
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Japanese flavour, which charact.erized the. period ( early Heian), in which the 

Kuji Hongi is presumed to · have been compiled. 011 the other hand, there 

seems· to be a widely held view that, in ·the early Heian period, Japanese composi

tion in Chinese. reached its height. . For instance, Okada Masayuki faa EE! .TI:: z 
calls the early' Heian period "~ 3t ~ ~i: ~ ~ 1-t" and he defines · his period 

as from 782 to 930(1). (The lovver limit suggested for the compihtion of the 

Kuji Hongi is 936. · See note 2.) · Moreover, my own search of early Heian 

prose has failed to disclose any parallels for the Kuji Hongi's idiom, while it 

discloses · an · abiuidance for that of the Shoki. While, therefore, it must be 

presumed that early Heian litei·ature abounds in parallels to the Kuji Hongi's 

idio'm, ( otherwise no such suggestion could have been inade), the existence 

of contradictory· examples weakens· the argument. It is tme that I can find 

no parallels for the· Kuji Hongi's idiom· i11 pre-Shoki · prose. But the survi

ving quantity of pre-Shoki prose is v~ry small compared with . that of the early 

Heian period, while such as has survived (in inscriptions and in the Joku 

Hoo Teisets~ and ·the ·Fudoki) may be supposed to have been as highly 

polisbed as possible; if the Chronicle of the Emperors was only intended as 

a draft, iack of polish need not surprise u·s. 

F1{rther, in this connection, it has been suggested . to me that these 

solecisms (allegedly modernisms) were introduced by the forger of the Kuji 

Hongi as deliberate archaisms! A theory defended by so arbitrary a statement 

is impregnable against rational attack. 

III. Language 

At the end of the the preceding section, attention was drawn to the view 

that the linguistic inferiority of the Kuji Hongi is characteristic of the presumed 

late date of its composition. But in case this is not the general view, the 

( l) Nihon Kambun Gaku Shi 8 + ~ 3( ~ .§e. (supplemented by. Yamagishi Ll.J jz- and 
Nagasawa ft i,,,, Tokyo, 1954) p. 111. 
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following brief summary of the position is offered. 

Between the Chronicle of the Emperors and the Shoki there are very 

numerous discrepancies of · a purely linguistic nature. In the case of some 

of these it can be stated with some certitude that the Shoki is correct and 

the Kuji Hongi incorrect. (Two such examples were dealt with above; see 

'formulae' g. & h.) But m the majority of cases; while one may suspect 

that the Shoki is superior, it would doubtless be possible to· adduce some 

parallels for the Kuji Hongi from Chinese ( or, alternatively,· early Heian) 

literature. This is a large question and will not be treated in detail here·, but 

it may be worth drawing attention to a few items. The· most conspicuous 

linguistic difference between the two works lies in the tendency of the Kuji 

Hongi to use more (? too many) final particles than the Shoki and to use them 

less idiomatically, especially the particle *· In the Chronicle of the Emperors 

alone, the particle * is used three times as often as in the c6rresponding 

portions of the Shoki, appearing approximately 95 times compared with ap

proximately 30 times. In 17 of these cases, * is found substituted, for -l:!1, 

(12. times) and for ;l% (5 times), in each case apparently wrongly or ·at least 

:abnormally. This same tendency is evident in the Divine Age portions also, 

though the figures are not quite so remarkable· (about 140 times to about 90 

times, including 14 substitutions for -lg and 4 for ~;) One or two examples 

may be given : 

( a.) Shoki I 115-2 (J immu pre-accession, year ft 1f-.) 

~ ~ ~ i~ IDt fil ... ·4-- ~ ~ f,b~ ~ !1t fil 

Kuji Hongi 81-14 has * for the second -fu. 

(b.) Shoki I 293-6 (Nintoku pre-accession) "itt ~ S ... ~ ¾ Z ff~ -lg 

Kuji Hongi 114--~4- omits Z and has * for -1:!1. 

(c.) Shoki II 12-7 (Keitai 1.) ~ ::M- flt. ~3 * ~ ~ fil 
Kuji Hongi 127-8 has * for -fu. 

(d.) Shoki I 71-3 (Divine Age, Chapter 2.) Ji~ ::f.lt ~ &- -fu 
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Kuji Hongi 73-10 has ~ for -(:g. 

~e.) Shoki I 403·-8 (Kenzo pre-accession) following a remark by the 

Emperor, 1J, tt EE¾ i~ ~~;Jg 

Kuji Hongi 123-8 has ~ for ;lg. 

(f.) Shoki II 136~2 (Suiko 1.) JI.~ JS .I! l@ Jf ~ -=f ~ ~ ::z-:: -=f· 1JJ {tj 

ffi jl.3( Y. ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Kuji Hongi 135- 14 has ~ for ;ffi, 

'{Note that b. above is a common formula which always concludes with t1t in the Shoki, 

·.but there are several other instances of ~ in this formula in the Kuji Hongi, which also 

.sometimes follows the usage of the Shoki.) 

Again, at least once in the Chronicle of the Emperors (Jimmu pre-acces

,.sion, Shoki I 111~5) and several times in the Divine Age, the Kuji Hongi 

,.has ... LA~ ... where the Shoki has ... t~ (r) ... ~ ... or ... Al ... (Such 

~trivial discrepancies might be merely the result of corruption, but, according 

:to the Kokushi Taikei, there is manuscript agreement in the respective texts.) 

Jt is also conspicuous that the Kuji Hongi usually uses {![ where the Shoki 

uses ;Z. It would probably be impossible to prove which was the older 

,usage 111 this case a priori, but it should be poted that this occurs three 

.times in the Chronicle of the Emperors and _30 times in the Divine Age. This 

:again, together with the items already mentioned, seems to link the two 

parts of the work linguistically. It is further worth noting in this connection 

.that ~ is also used by the Kuji Hongi in the Divine Age, when introducing 

a new version of ·a story (i.e. instead of the ~ if l=l of the Shoki) and there 

.are a number of instances of what seems to he this particular usage, where 

the Shoki has X and not -· if l=l. 

Further, there are a number of differences between the two works 111 the 

-kana used for vanous names _etc., . which, with further investigation, might 

illuminate the question of the relative antiquity of the texts. 

There are also numerous re.current differences between the parallel portions 
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of the Kojiki and the Kuji Hongi in the Divine Age, of the significance

of which I would not presume to judge, but at least they should provide a 

clue to the question of the relative antiquity of these two works. (For example,. 

what is the significance of the invariable use of f1r in the Kuji Hongi where· 

1:&. appears in the Kojiki? This occurs at least 8 times.) Other clues to 

this problem should be provided by a study of the spelling and use of kana. 

in the two works. For example, in parallel passages the Kuji Hongi normally 

uses the characters ~ and ff, while the Kojiki always uses kana (!1% 1.i or B 

1.i, and .It lie) for these words. But there are two cases where the Kuji Hongi: 

follows the spelling of the Kojiki precisely, and three cases where it uses. 

slightly different kana spellings (.It ti, .I:!:: j(, twice.). This feature, of occasional 

agreement and occasional disagreement is found in connection with numerous.. 

other words ·etc. · It would seem likely at :first sight that the Kuji Hongi is. 

indeed copying the Kojiki, with occasional alterations and 'improvements', but 

the problem requires minute research. It may be added that the Kuji Hongi 

(like the Shoki) does not always distinguish the nigori, whereas, of course,. 

the Kojiki is notable for its strict preservation of the distinction. 

These differences, unparalleled as they are in works known· to have been 

based on the Shoki etc., are not easy to explain on the hypothesis that the 

Kuji Hongi was taken from the Shoki etc. They are too numerous (and, in 

some cases, too regular) to be regarded as the result of mere inadvertency in 

copying or of casual re-wording. They would have to be accepted as deliberate 

alterations, a plausible reason for which is scarcely possible to conjecture. 

On the other hand, on the opposite hypothesis, they scarcely present any· 

difficulty at all. 

IV. Arrangement 

There are a number of passages, great and sinall, where the Kuji Hongi 
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:and the Shoki arrange the same, or nearly the same, matei·ial in different 

·ways. When the two arrangements are compared_, it usually appears either 

·that the Kuji Hongi is the more clumsy or that the ·arrangement of the Shoki, 

-originally the same as that of the Kuji Hongi, has become distorted by the 

insertion of extra material. There are further cases, where the arrangement 

of both books seems equally logical, but they simply happen to represent dif

ferent practices. Some examples are given below : 

(a.) Ankan 1. 

Shoki II 38·-2. 

JJIJ 1l. ... etc. 

·Kuji Hongi 130-5. ff if] 130 :X.. ~ {fr fvg 3ft * 13 LU E8 ~ f;:. JL ~ ~ }§- J! *-i !lJ LIB] 

i1ft Ji~ f;:. {;i IT :X.. ~ Z ~ f;:. -lho JJIJ 1l. .. . etc . 

. It is easily possible to imagine the arrangement used by the Shoki as a 

modification of that of the Ku ji Hongi, but much more difficult to imagine 

the reverse having taken place. (The curious corruption exhibited by the 

text of the Kuji Hongi at the beginning of this passage is not strictly relevant 

here, but a word may be said .. Th½ Goto edition emends by reading ~ for 

~p and omitting {fr, i.e. following the Shoki, and the Kokushi Taikei editor 

recommends acceptance of this. But it seems possible that this is a trace of 

:the usual accession formula, which might reasonably be expected to appear 

in this reign, in spite of the unusual circumstances. In fact, a form of 

,haplography seems to have occurred.) 

(b.) Kimmei 2. List of concubines and their children. 

:Shoki II 52-8. ~ t!iffe; :tit k § f~ § ,m iffi f;:. S ~~ff!}_ ..• ~ -b JJJ etc .... 

. Kuji Hongi 132-5. ~~c.'.~~ ff!}_~ -b :51J ~ f;:. ~:tit* g f~ § 1~ W)ll f;:. -Eh- S 

A precisely parallel exa1nple, rnutatis nzutandis, appears under Bidatsu 4 

-(Shoki II 105-5, Kuji Hongi 133-5). In this case, the Kokushi Taikei 

editor suggests that the order of the text is wrong and should be emended . 

.But fo view of the existenc;:e of the other example quoted (ignored by the 
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Kokushi Taikei editor), we must probably accept the text, as it stands, as;, 

original. 

In these two examples, the arrangement of the Kuji Hongi appears even; 

clumsier than in (a.) above. It is scarcely possible to imagine this arrange

ment being adopted by a compiler with the present text of the Shoki before 

him. That none of these three examples was a mere error of copying is. 

suggested by the appearance of --1:g after the parent in each case. It is pos-· 

sible, however, that the Kuji Hongi originally lacked the m:i&p~aced information,. 

fr1 both (a.) and (b.), and that it was later interpolated from the. Shoki into· 

the most convenient space available. 

(c.) When listing the progeny of an Emperor, the Shoki frequently· 

gives some information as to whose ancestors they were, etc., usually in the 

form of small character comments. This information does not appear in the· 

corresponding passages in the Kuji Hongi but is given in the lists of progeny· 

which appear at the end of most reigns. These lists in the Kuji Hongi are· 

really superfluous, except on those (numerous) occasions when the above 

information is given. The arrangement of the· Shoki is the more economical,.. 

and so seems the more reasonable, and it is again difficult to imagine the· 

arrangement of the Kuji Hongi being developed from that of the Shoki, rather 

than vice versa. 

Once more, it has been suggest~d to me, be way of refutation, that these· 

lists in the Ku ji Hongi are to be regarded as the result of the influence of 

the Kojiki. But there seems to be no relevance or point in a suggestion 

which attributes to the forg~r of the Kuji Hongi the. following procedure: 

(i) When, in the course of his account of a reign, he enumerates the children 

of an E111peror, he copies froni the Shoki but deliberately omits certain infor

mation supplied by the Shoki. (It must be deliberate since it happens so· 

regularly, yet a plausible motive· would be hard to conjecture.) (ii) Under 

the influence of the Kojiki, which enumerates offspring at . the beginning of 
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each reign, he repeats his enumeration at the end of each reign, supplying,. 

this time, the information previously omitted. 

Indeed, these lists may have been adapted from the Kojiki (although the 

wording and spelling generally resemble the Shoki), but surely not by a man 

copying from the Shoki. Would it occur to anyone that such a proceeding. 

would in any way help to confirm the authenticity of his forgery? What 

then would the explanation be ? Some of the remarks made on formulae 

(b.) above are relevant here. 

There is a further possibility, which deserves senous consideration. As 

suggested m connedion with examples (a.) and (b.), the Kuji Hongi may 

originally have lacked entirely the additional information contained in these 

lists; and the lists may have been methodically added from the Shoki. This 

conjecture receives some support from the striking uniformity of usage of '.@.:. 

in the lists, remarked above ('formulae', b.). If this ·supposition is correct, 

it is not easy to reconcile with the conventional view that the Ku ji Hongi was 

originally taken from the Shoki, since two successive stages of copying would 

be implied. 

( d.) Burial of Suizei, Annei, ltoku, Kosho, Koan, Korei, Kogen and 

Keiko. 

In each of these cases the Kuji Hongi records the burial at the end of 

the reign, while the Shoki records it either in the pre-accession of the next 

reign, or, in the cases of Suizei, Kosho, Korei, Kogen and Keiko, in the I st, 

38th ( or 3rd ?), 6th, 5th and 2nd years respectively of the following reign. 

It should be noted that these last five cases represent the normal practice .'of 

the Shoki, when burial does not take place in the year of death; this practice 

is followed by the Kuji Hongi also in the case of Buretsu. The other three 

cases, however, are contrary to the normal practice of the Shoki. It may 

therefore be dangerous to draw any conclusions from these examples, but the 

difference of arrangement should be noted. 
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V. Expansion m the Shoki 

While in general there may be no a priori reason to regard the additional 

matter in the Shoki as added to that of the Ku ji Hongi, rather than omitted 

by the Kuji Hongi, there are certain specific passages where the appearance 

of the Shoki suggests that it is in. fact an expansion of the Kui Hongi. A 

few examples may be given: 

(a.) Kenz6 1. Amnesty. 

Shoki I 407-3. 

Kuji Hongi 124-12 has the same text but for .the omission of ;}jf1. 7e T-. (The 

comment on the Empress appears as the main text in the Kuji Hongi, as 

usual.) 

Such separation of a comment from its subject is most unusual in the 

Shoki, and it looks rather as if ~ 7C T- has been carelessly inserted in a draft 

originally like the Kuji Hongi. 

(b) Bidatsu 4. 

Shoki II 106-4, Kuji Hongi 133-8. Both works have an entry headed ft~

As is well known, the heading ¾ "/Ji, ( or ¾ JI) in the Shoki is seldom followed 

by a further entry for the year ( or month) concerned, and a special interest 

attaches to the cases where this rule is. broken, implying as they do something 

abo.ut the sources etc. . used. In the present instance, the Shoki has a final 

entry for the year: gs. + .~ JJ ~ !§' Jj;_ yj£ :ft, which is not found in the Kuji 

Hongi. Both works then start the following year with a petition for the ap

pointment of an Empress. It would seem possible that the death of the 

Empress was inserted in the Shoki as an afterthought to explain the next 

entry, the event having been for some reason omitted from the sources which 

normally provided the Kuji Hongi ( and the Shoki) with such information. 

(c.) Seinei 2. 
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:Shoki I 398-9, Kuji Hongi 121-12. 

Both works conclude the entry for -= + + ~ .J:-3 with t~ ~E Ai tt 51( ~ ~ (Kuji 

Hongi, ~), This clearly refers to the long passage in Kenzo pre-acces3ion, 

beginning, in both works, _ 8 ~ ::R ~ ~ q:: 0S- + ~ YJ 1,ffi: m ~ A] etc. (Shoki I 

401-6, Kuji Hongi 122--11), which gives a detailed account of the ·dealings 

,of 1J\ tl with {i: tt and At H, briefly stated in Seinei 2. Yet, in the Shoki, 

.but not in the Kuji Hongi, immediately before ~ ~E etc., we find the entry 

ft}:) 111]\ TI§ • .• ~ ZJF 1i ~H9I. This circumstance is, indeed, also mentioned 

:in Kenzo pre-accession, but without such expansion as the rest of the story 

.receives. It seems in fact that this has been inserted· in the Shoki to explain 

,the next entry, which, in both works, is the arrival of 1J\ ifm, with the princes, 

.in Settsu; but its. insertion causes a misplacement of ~ ~ etc:, which, in the 

.Kuji Hongi, is in a natural position. 

In this same passage we may note two points where the Shoki appears 

·to improve on the text of the Kuji Hongi, one of which is also a case of 

,expans10n. For ~ i§'J of the Shoki, the Kuji Hongi has jgl1 ft.*· Instead of 

,the Shoki's elegant phrase, ~ 1Ift ®: frQ, we find in the Kuji Hongi "Jj~; we may 

.suppose that.¾ has dropped out, perhaps by haplography, ¾ and }~, (the next 

-character) having a certain similarity. (For the comparative scarcity of Chinese 

,elegances in the Kuji Hongi, see 'contents', c., below.) 

(d.) The death of Prince Yamatodake. 

'The death of Prince Yamatoclake is related with much detail in the Shoki under 

Keiko 40, but briefly in the Kuji Hongi under Keiko 51. Both works, however, 

.list the prince's consorts and offspring in Keiko 51. (This list appears again 

in the Kuji Hongi, with additional details, under Seimu 48, after the entry 

recording the appointment as Heir Apparent of one of the sons of Prince 

Yamatodake.) This is natural enough in the case of the Kuji Hongi, but it 

.seems a curious misplacement in the Shoki. The chronology of _ the Shoki 1s 

Jurther complicated by the last words of the long entry for Keiko 40 : 7~ 1ix, 
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-=:x ~ 1ft irlf fHr .=: ~; it 1s not clear to how much of the preceding passage thi& 

u1.:msual entry is intended to refer. It is true that the brief reference to the 

death· of the prince in the Kuji Hongi reads like a summary of something 

longer ( 8 * :Jit ~~ Zfi ]R ~ :i:i ~ * ~ Jif "jj~ ff§~ ~- ~), but the separation by the· 

Shoki of the · death from the list of children by 11 years . ( or even 8 years) 

remains unnatural and strongly suggests that the compilers forgot to move tl~~

list when altering the date of the prince's death and treating it in such great 

detail. 

(e.) Other points m the reign of- Keiko. 

If it is agreed that the Shoki's treatment of the death of Prince Yamatodake 

suggests some chronological expansion in the Shoki rather than contraction in 

the Kuji Hongi, it may be held that some further points in this reign carry

similar implications, although in themselves they point with equal validity irr 

either. direction. It has already been remarked in 'dating' (g.) that in this. 

reign the Kuji Hongi gives few clays to events fully elated in the Shoki. As

a result it is· possible for the Kuji Hongi, without chronological (T x) m

consistency to date the expedition of Prince Yamatoclake against the Kumaso

as 20th year 10th month, whereas the Shoki places this under 27th year l0th

inonth and adds the day; both works give the prince's age on this occasion. 

as 16, which is inconsistent' with the entry, in both works, under Keiko 4,. 

recording the seduction of certain ladies by the twin brother of prince· 

Y amatodake. 

We may also note the entries under Keiko 25 and 27, which record' 

official activities of Takeuchi no Sukune, although, according to other inform

ation in the Shoki ( concerning both his parentage, Keiko 3, and his being 

born' on the same clay as Seimu, Seimu 3) he would still have been an infant 

at this time. In the Kuji Hongi we find a more natural account. In that 

work the first mention of Takeuchi is his appointment as :ft~ ;t_ § in Keiko 

51, to which the note .is appended that he was born on the same day as the 
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Emperor ai1d therefore especially favoured. The Shoki's application of this 

remark to· Seimu looks like an attempt at c6nsistency with the information on 

the parentage of Takeuchi, in spite of its inc011siste11cy· with the entries 

mentioned above. It might be argued that the Kuji Hongi's account represents 

an attempt to clear up the Shoki's 'inconsistencies; but there· is· absolutely no 

trace ·of such attempts in the Kuji Hongi, which, like the Shoki, preserves 

numerous inconsistencies. 

VI. Comments 

When we examme the way in which the so called "original commentary " 

of the Shoki is treated in the Kuji Hongi, we find the following five categories ; 

(i) The comment appears in the Kuji Hongi, as a comment, in the 

same, or_almost the same, words. 

(ii) as (i),' but a part of the comment is absent from the Kuji Hongi. 

_ ( iii) The comment appears in the Ku ji Hongi as part of the main text. 

(iv) Where the comment is. of the - ~ type, the K~1ji Hongi sometimes, 

but by no means always, incorporates the - ~ version i'n. its text, without 

saying ' - ~ ' etc. 

(v) The comment is altogether absent. (This includes all those comments 

which give the pronunciation of proper names etc. in kana, and most other 

explanatory comments.) 

Whatever view may be taken of the date of the original compilation of 

the Kuji · Hongi, all these cases deserve study, since they may help to throw 

light on what is or is not truly ·' original commentary' in the Shoki. But 

in the present context, the most interesting category· is (iv) · above, of which 

the following examples niay be cited; 

(a.) The offspring of Keiko. 

When . enumerating the offspring of the Empress · tl m %8 13 * If!~ tffi, the Shoki 
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(I 198-3) says: /2" ~ = Y-;-,- 8 ::k 1itft ~ T ~; = 8 1Hift :@: ;:;~;;i~i~i 
In the same context, the Kuji Hongi (1os-3) says: ... ~~ .E :!if5 m ~ 7C rrik irr 

* ;J,:gf ** ;ft!~~ -=f-irr ~ 

That this is not merely a copy of the Shoki's comment is suggested by the 

title (irr for ~ T :ft), to which attention has already been drawn ('formulae' 

b.). Nor does it appear to be based on the .Kojiki, which attributes 5 offspring 

to this Empress. It is true that the Kuji Hongi later attributes ;ft! 1~ tR. T to 

/\.~A f!£ ( as does the Shoki), but this is precisely the kind of inconsistency 

which is more abundant in the Kuji Hongi than in the Shoki. It seems 

possible that it is to the Kuji Hongi that this comment in the Shoki refers. 

(b.) The assassination of Sushun. 

The accounts of the two works are the same except that the Shoki's comment, 

~ * ~ about the part played by the jealousy of ::k 14: 11.!l. 1J, =¥ .::P, is included 

by the Kuji Hongi as part of its main text at the end of the entry common 

to both works for li 6¥, +}) ~ T- · In the same passage, the earlier :rx; * ~ 
of the Shoki, concerning the parentage of the assassin, is entirely absent 

from the Kuji Hongi, which again suggests that the compiler was not simply 

copying the Shoki's comments~ 

(c.) The death of Chuai. 

The Shoki conclud_es its account of Chuai 8 (I 237-2): X ~ 1@" ~ {§ D 5.fil 

litmu;r-: ttMJITO_iiz 

The Kuji Hongi's briefer account of the same year (109--6) ends: ... -;f {t Jfr$ 

~tt?E1Ilii~-n~D J:J-a ~*-lM 
Then, after recording the death of Chuai in the following year, the Shoki 

says : . gp ~P 7F ,ffl jfi$ i§ ITO -qi flf:i ;;;:;::: while the Kuji Hongi says gp ~ll 

7f 1iw$ ~ITO* ti ** flf:i·z ~ 

While there is little here to indicate which of the two vers10ns 1s the 

earlier, the analogy of the other examples may be invoked, and it should be 

-remembered at the same time that not all the alternative versions given m 
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the Shoki are treated in this way in the Kuji Hongi. 

(Compare also 'contents', penultimate paragraph.) 

VII. Contents 

121 

Comparison of the contents of the Chronicle· of the Emperors in the Kuj:i 

Hongi with those of the corresponding -volumes of the Shoki discloses absence 

from the Kuji Hongi of certain distinct categories of information. Now, · at 

least some of this information has been shown by Tokugawa or subseque11t 

scholars to have been·· drawn by the compilers · of the Shoki from distinct 

sources. I suggest, therefore, that these so11rces we:re not available to, or not 

used by,· the compiler of the Chrori.icle of the Emperors. Those who hold 

that this chronicle was written after the Shoki and copied from it, would have 

to resort to one of three arguments, none of which seems convincing, namely 

(i) that the compiler (forger) of the Kuji Hongi in the 9th or 10th century 

had some knowledge of the sources of the Shoki, or (ii) that the com.piler 

anticipated the results of later criticism, or (iii) that the general plan of the 

Kuji Hongi required (for some reason yet to be explained) the omission of 

this information, and the fact that some of it ·can "110w be shown to have 

derived from distinct sources is · no more than a coincidence. 

The omissions ref erred to are as follows : 

(a.) Korea. Korea (including Mimana) and Koreans are not mentioned 

111 any way after the expedition of Jingo, with the following trivial exceptions; 

(i) Ojin pre-accession. 0 jin is stated to have been born "~:;=g wt f.Jr i{LZ. 4==" 

(ii) Nintoku pre-accession. ~~~fr£ was summoned from ~ ~-

(iii) Kimmei 32. The Emperor's dying· injunction to his heir r!J:. 3Ji tr f.Jr ~ 

■M•~~~~~•m~•s~~m~ 

(iv) and (v) j%lj ~ ffl- ?il ~ the teacher of Prince Shotoku (Suiko I.), who 

lamented. on the death of Prince Shotoku (Suiko. 29 ). 
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We may note that, in dealing with the expedition of Jingo, the Kuji Hongi 

merely says $ f)r ~ ~ :J:lx JI.: tl: fil mv. _:::: :f! ?iE. The Kuji Hongi's account of the 

reign of Jingo contains no further reference to Korea, although the Shoki 

contains a large amount of material in its account of this and the following 

reign, which as has been pointed out by Professor Tsuda Sokichi ~ B3 -Jr.. ;(j E, 

appears to have been taken from Korean (s {'M) sources. Professor Tsuda 

also shows that where the -s ~ i-a, s ~ f)r m and s {~ * *E appear in the 

·' original commentary' in the Shoki, the text, upon which they are offered 

as comment, itself seems to have been drawn from the work cited, and that, 

in general, much of the material relating to Kudara was drawn by the com

pilers of the Shoki from Kudaran sources. Professor Tsuda further suggests 

reasons for supposing that, apart from the entries apparently based on Kudaran 

material, most of the Shoki's entries relating to Kudara, Shiragi, Mimana or 

Koma, up to about the reign of Kimmei, were fabricated at some later time 

for various reasons and in various circumstances. This may be an extreme 

view, but, if Professor Tsuda's analysis is generally correct, the omission of 

material relating to Korea by the Kuji Hongi would seem to be significant.Cl) 

(h.) Progresses. 

Accounts of progresses, e.g. m the reign of Keiko, which are closely related 

to passages in the Fudoki, are omitted by the Kuji Hongi. The question of 

the precise nature of the relationship between the Shoki and the Fudoki is a 

controversial one, but, unless one adopts the extreme view, that these passages 

in the. Fudoki were actually based on the Shoki, their absence from the Kuji 

Hongi may be significant. 

( c ). Extended citations from Chinese works. 

Until the Tokugawa period, there seems to have been no conc10usness of the 

presence in the Shoki of whole passages consisting largely of a series of 

quotations from Chinese works. It can hardly, therefore, have been such a 

(I) Nihon Koten no Kenkyu Ef *ii":!!{!. IT.> Ptf 5t (Tokyo, 1950) vol. 2 pp. 193-262. 
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consc10usness, which accounts for the absence of all such passages from the 

Ku ji Hongi. This is not to say that the Ku ji Hongi is entirely devoid· of 

Chinese ornament. The descriptions of the-:character and appearance of many 

of the Emperors are identical with those ·of the Shoki and ·contain purely 

Chinese phrases. But, apart from these, Chinese quotations in the Kuji Hongi 

are largely confined to the narratives leading up to the accession of some of 

the Emperors (especially Nintoku, Ingyo, Yuryaku and Kenzo) and consist of 

,only a few characters at a time. Thus none of the numerous Chinese style 

.edicts of the Shoki appear in the Kuji Hongi, the only examples of such 

.edicts being those of Suiko 2.7 and 2.8, which do not appear in the Shoki.c1) 

'This involves the absence from the Kuji Hongi of such important items as, 

for example, the edict under Seimu 4, appointing local officials, or that under 

Ingyo 4, concerning the falsification of lineages, or that under Sujin 10, com

missioning the 12:§ m: Jr.t 11[. (Perhaps it is begging a question to say, at the 

present day, what is or is not 'important'. There. exists the view that the 

Chronicle of the Emperors in the Kuji Hongi is an abridgement of the Shoki, 

..something like the corresponding portion of the 13 · * *t. llri}. If we refer to 

the mE mi under the above dates, we find the Su jin 1 o edict in full, the 

-ehinoiserie of the Seimu 4 edict reduced to "~ ~ " but the specific measures 

transcribed· in full, and the lngyo 4 edict omitted) 

The precise context in which these omissions occur is sometimes interest

mg. For example, the accounts of Nintoku 1 are identical in the two works, 

,except for some trivial verbal discrepancies and excepting the account of the 

rnugh finish of the palace and the reason for it, which is absent from the 

Kuji Hongi. (The mE lllB" includes the account of the rough finish but omits 

( 1 ) Sakamoto, op. cit., loc. cit., remarks that thes~ two edicts are almost impossible 

to reconcile with the corresponding context . in the Shoki, but that they do not seem to 

be the figments of the writer of the Kuji Hongi. Thus the presence of these two edicts 

presents a small but awkward problem to holders of the conventional view of the Kuji 

Hongi, whereas, if the Kuji Hongi is viewed as a draft, the omission of such discordant 

material from the Shoki need cause no surprise. 



the reason for iL) It"' sl1ol-ild be noted' that this item is i1ot at either the· 

beginnirig ·or the e1icf of ihe· account of the year,. but in the middle. 

Again, in the account of Seinei 3, the K1iji Hongi shares with the Shoki 

the ornamental'. phrase ·~ Jfif]![ (under the s·th. mond1) but it lacks the three 

items, all· based on m. i1E1 ff!EI. *E . of the 9th; 1 oth and 11 th · months of this. 

year. (The *E llla- inchides · the last of these · three · items only.) 

In this context · we sl~oulcl also consider two points already mentioned 

above; th~ '#J°b. ""X T- of Kenzo · 1, and the phrase ~ 7rl :®: tfil of Seinei 3. ( See· 

'expansion in the Shoki ', examples a. and c.) 

I believe that the absence frorn the Kuji Hongi of ·all the longer Chinese· 

passages· of the Shoki is more plausibly explained by the suppositi~n tirnt the 

Kuji Hongi is the ~arlier wo1:k, than· by the supposition that its compilers had the 

perspicacity. to see that all such passages were 'unimportant or untrue.; (A 

detailed corn parison of the sources of Chinese phrases common to the two

works with those · peculiar to the Shoki might" reveal i1iteresting results, though, 

;in view of the interesting suggestion of Mr. Kojima Noriyuki 1J\ !$ ;I, z_Cl) con

cerning the use of Chinese ~Ji ~ by the Japanese historiographers and in view 

of the probable closeness in time of the compilation of the two works, such. 

an investigation mig•ht prove fruitless.) 

In. contrast to the above categ01;ies of material absent from the Kuji Hongi,. 

the foUowi~g omis~ions involve material, which so far as I am aware, has not 

hitherto been l'eg~rd~d as derived from specific sources. 

(d.) Buddhism. 

The Kuji Hongi's allusions to Buddhism are extremely sparse and consist 

only of the following (which are common to the Shoki): 

( i ) Bidatsu pre;.accession : 7J( ~ ~ {§ f~·f.l: 

( ii) Yomei II 

( 1 ) Shoki no Juss~kU:~sono sozai ni tsuite ~ *~ rD :rzf!; ff-:_ k (V ~ if-t re -::) v, -C - (in 
Jimbun Kenkyu A ?fC. liFl= YE, vol. 2, no. 1, 1951) 
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(iii) Yornei 2. The Emperor's desire to revere the Three Precious 

Things (= Ji), and the ensuing argument about it .between the 

ministers. 

(iv) Suiko 1. The studi_es of Princ;e Shoto~u. under ~ ;{~. 

( v) Suiko 2. Promotion of the prosperity of the Three Precious Things, 

and the. rivalry between the noble families in building temples. 

(vi) Suiko 29. Lament of ~ ;t~ on the death of Prince Shotoku. 

It would be hard to conjecture any 'policy', which would lead to the 

'inclusion of precisely these· allusions to Buddhism and no others. Certainly 

thei·e is rio attempt .. _ here ·at· consistency with the .notion that Prince Shotoku 

and Soga no Umako were the compilers of the work. It may then be plausibly. 

coi1jectured that .. the niimerous further references to B1iddhism in the . Shoki 

were derived from some .so1:irce or sources not used by the compiler of the 

Kuji Hongi. 

(e.) None of the Shoki's items conceriung the construction of ponds; 

canals etc. appear in the Kuji Hongi~ 

. (f.) " Be " 'Nis 

Only one of .the numerous items m the Shoki, which purport to account for 

the origin of the ·various "be", appears in the Kuji Hongi. This is the 

accourit of the. origin of the .~ l&.-'N"B, .~ ~ =tl=B and :¥ ~ 'N-E under Suinin 2.'3, 

11th month. 

The absence of this la_st category of information is to be attributed, I 

am told, to deliberate consistency with the Preface, where .it 1s alleged that 

the .early death of prince Shotoku prevented the completion of the work, 

including the account of the Ef A+ ti. But inconsistency with its preface 

is one of the characteristics of the. K.uji Hongi, which fast led to its rejection 

by scholars. In particular, if consistency in respect of contents is held to 

have been a consc10us aim of the writer, we may justifiably ask what has 

become of the accounts of· the omi, ·mztraji and tomo no miyatsuko, promised 
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by the Preface, 

Further, whether or not we believe the statement of the Shoki that, in 

Suiko 28, Prince Shotoku and Soga no Umako undertook an historical compila-

V~ tion, which included s l\ + triS ff 0 ~ -~ ·* ~E, we may be reasonably certain 

that, at · the time of the compilation of the Shoki, the idea that the "be" 

could be treated separately in a historical work was an acceptable one, and 

there may well have been made a separate compilation concerning the "he", 

the contents of which were incorporated in the Shoki. 

In isolation, therefore, the explanation which connects the absence of 

'" he" with the Preface is an ingenious one, but it is not, on a wider view, 

the only possible one. 

Anyone who holds the view that the Chronicle of the Emperors consists 

mainly of a senes of extracts from the Shoki, would presumably admit, in 

view of the above omissions, that the extracts were not taken at random. 

But the holder of such a view should he prepared to go further and to 

explain, at least conjecturally, how this part of the Kuji Hongi came to consist 

of precisely its present contents. In fact, no such explanation has been offered, 

nor does it seem possible to conjecture one. The view that the extracts 

consist of a series of pegs on which to hang items concerning the Mononohe 

is indefensible (as will he shown briefly below; see 'Mononobe '). The contents 

of the Chronicle of the Emperors have, indeed, a certain homogeneity, in. that 

they are almost wholly concerned with strictly dynastic matters and court 

affairs, that is to say, the births, marriages, progeny and deaths of Emperors 

and members 0f the Imperial clan, the. location of palaces and tombs, the 

circumstances leading up to the accession of the Emperors, the appointment 

of ministers, etc. But there are, nevertheless, so many items of this kind included 

in the Shoki but 11.ot in the Kuji Hongi, that it is difficult to regard the 

Chronicle of the Emperors, homogeneous though it is, as extracted from the 

Shoki. It would he tedious to list all the examples here, but a selection may 
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~be mentioned :· the title of Sujin, f!~ ~ 21 x ~ (Sujin 1 O) ; death and burial 

"-of 11 ~ 1frI (Suinin 28); progress to Ise (Keiko 53); appointment and : death 

,of ~ ~ P[~ (Keiko 55); the story of ~ :&: fi!J. (Ojin 1.3); progress to ir-i.T fAJ to 

.. choose site for "misasagi" (Nintoku 67); bestialities '(Buretsu); death of mi IJ3 

.. J'.,t fjgJ *JG~ .::y .. (Kimmei 13); etc., etc. In addition, we may mention here 

. again the absence from the Chronicle of the Emperors of the accounts of the 

.. institution of "be", so many 0f which were allegedly founded to p~rpetuate 

.,the names of Emperors or other members of the Imperial clan. The above 

_,items and many more are precisely such as a perusal of the Chronicle of the 

Emperors suggests would have been induded in it, had it really been extracted 

-from the Shoki. (It may be remarked that the majority of the above items 

,are found in the *E /Ila-.) 

Finally in this connection, we may perhaps consider the fairly frequent 

'Teferences in the Kuji Hongi to ,8[J ta, (Jl. tE ,81] ta, f.$ TI: ... ~ etc. etc.). 

Unless these are to be regarded as the contributions of an ingenious forger, 

·they at least suggest that the compiler of this section of the Kuji Hongi did 

·not omit without mention any material, of the existence of which he was 

aware. Assuming, provisionally, that the parts of the Kuji Hongi concerning 

the Divine Age are indeed parts of the same work, such a tendency, apparently 

to use or to me:ntion all available material, so conspicuous in the Divine 

.Age, would. be expected also in the Chronicle of the Emperors. 

It may be worth adding a speculative explanation for the form and 

.,contents of the Chronicle of the Emperors. The Shoki is commonly xegarcled 

.as the splendid fruit of the attempt to emulate the official histories of China . 

.In particular, it is clear that the compilers of the Shoki were familiar with 

the Han Shu i14 --e:. It is not a little surprising, then, that the Shoki does 

:not follow the · form of the Han Shu and the other Chinese official histories ; 

it has none of the biographies (JU fl/f.) or special treatises (~) of those works; 

it follows, in fact, the form of the Han Chi iJ4 *c. rather than the Han Shu 
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iJ/i :ft. Whatever the reason for this, it is possible that the first essay at a: 

history of Japan was more closely modelled on the Han Shu i!f:. •· This 1s. 

suggested by the statement of the Shoki under Suiko 28, alluded to above, in 

which the history compiled by Prince Shotoku and Soga no Umako is alleged· 

to have consisted of." a history of the Emperors, a history of the country,. 

and the original record of the onii, the Muraji, the Torno no Miyakko, the 

Kuni no Miyakko, the 180 Be, and the free subjects." (Tr. Aston.) But even. 

if the above stat~ment is a fabrication, it shows that such a history was a 

possibility in the minds of the Shoki compilers. It seem possible that the· 

·chronicle of the Emperors in the Kuji Hongi represei1ts the pen-chi (* *E),. 

only, of a history conceived 111 the form of the Han Shu iJt. -if, and that it 

was later decided, perhaps owing to poverty of material, to change the plan 

and incorporate all available material in one narrative. Were it not for the 

other evidenc~ brought · forward in · this article, there would be little ground 

for claiming that a history on the lines of the Han Shu preceded, rather than 

followed, one on the lines of the Han Chi ~ *D, though it could he claimed 

that such is both the natural order and the order followed by the Chinese· 

historiographers in practice. 

VIII. The threefold division of the Chronicle of the Emperors. 

The division of the Emperors into ~ ~ (Jimmu to Jingo, vol. 7), iii$~ 

(Ojin to Buretsu, vol. 8) and 1if ~ (Keitai to Suiko, vol. 9) has received 

little attention from commentators and critics. I have been able to find only 

three references to it. The only constructive suggestion appears i11 the ~ ~ 

* *D :J:,J;, an anonymous:, undated MS in two volumes, preserved in the Mukyiikai 

Jinshii Bunko. The writer, who believes in the authenticity of the Kuji Hongi 

but sees that it must contain later interpolations, suggests, when commenting 

· on the contei1ts of the Kuji · Hongi, that the ~ ~ * mE was so named because 
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-·it dealt with the Emperors from Jimmu to Jingo, and that perhaps the next 

volume was named as it was because of the jfi$ a}! of the Emperors concerned. 

These are not, indeed, very helpful ideas but nothing else has been off erecl. 

'The author of the j'c f\': ii;:=$* *c. Fi:,9 i~ClJ, who is s'ilspicious of the Kuji Hongi, 

.simply wonders why the Emperors were so named arid divided, implying that 

he finds the fact suspicious. This notion is carried further by Ise Saclatake, 

·who, with questionable logic~ says that the division is one proof of spuriousness, 

;since it is inexplicable and not found in other works.(2) 

Thus the question seems to remain open to conjecture. First, it might 

·be held that the Chronicle of the Emperors, being too long for accommoda

tion in one or even two ~, was divided in this way simply for convenience, 

:and that the explanation for the actual titles chosen for the. three parts, as 

opposed to the division itself, is now inaccessible to conjecture. Perhaps 

.this is the case, but, as for the division itself, it is worth noting that the 

lengths of the three parts are very far frorn, equal, being, in the Ise Jingu 

Bunko MS, 93, 68 and 48 pages respectively, while the number of reigns 

comprised is 15, 11 and 8. Further, the ch,1biousness of the succession of 

.both Ojin and Keitai (the first Emperors of vols. 8 and 9 respectively) has 

. been remarked more tha1i once in the past. ~.ecent works by Professor Maru

yama Jiro >L LlJ -= tmca) and Mr. Mizuno Yu 1.k ill} ffitt allude to it, and one of 

the main conclusions of Mr. Mizuno's work is that new dynasties started with 

these two Emperors.c4) It would probably be generally agreed that obliteration 

(I) An undated MS, in one volume, signed EEi ~ ip."f (whom I have not yet been able 

to identify), preserved in Tokyo University Library. As the title implies, the author is 

suspicious of the authenticity of the Kuji Hongi, and he seems to be under the impression 

that he is the first to entertain such suspicions. 

( 2) Kuji Hongi Hakugi :S JjOJqc. ~U ~ (17'78). 

( 3) Nihon Shoki no Kenkyu E ;,t~ ~ *c. 0 liFl= yt (Tokyo, 1955) Section III, Chapter I. 

Koi Keifo no Mondai lti. 1i't *~ n1c {l) F"'i mi 

.( 4) Nihon Koda~ Ocho Shiron Josetsu . E ;,t,:. ti 1-1:; .:E f~ ~!Jill'~ Aft (revised, supple

mented edition, Tokyo, 1954) 
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of traces of rifts in the Imperial line would have been f eh as one of their· 

main duties by the compilers of the Shoki. But it is not inconceivable that,. 

in a draft ve1:sion of the Shoki, a purely formal trace of such rifts should. 

survive, whereas its survival in a subsequent work would be less likely. The 

change in the nature of the Kojiki with the reign of Keitai may be just such, 

a formal trace, while possible parallels are also afforded by the threefold 

chronological divisions of. the Korean works, .=:~~ta and .=:~ii li, for 

which Professor Suematsu Yasukazu * t0.~ 1* 5f;l:J has recently offered new and 

somewhat analogous explanations. Cl) 

Naturally, scholars who draw attention to the possibility of breaks in the· 

Imperial line, do not seem hitherto to have taken this division of the Kuji. 

Hongi into consideration. It is indeed generally held that the division of the -

Kuji Hongi into ten * *D is a late feature. This may be the case, but it 

may also be important to distir;i.guish between the titles of the ten parts and. 

the physical division itself. Even if the former are late, it would be hard. 

to show positively that the latter is also· late. 

The suggestion made here is still only vague conjecture and admittedly· 

cannot be held to prove the antiquity of the Kuji Hongi. But it seems pos-

sible that the work has here preserved for us formal traces of important. 

facts deliberately obliterated by the Shoki. 

IX. Mononobe 

As has already been briefly suggested, there seems to be no ground for· 

the view that the Kuji Hongi as a whole, and the Chronicle:of the Emperors. 

in particular, were compiled for the purpose of glorifying the Mononobe. 

Analysis of the information about the Mononobe contained in (a.) the Tenson. 

( 1 ) Shiragi Shi no Sho Monclai Wr Xii~ v ~ F"i ;lffl (Tokyo, 1954) ~Part 1, Shiragi. 

Sandai Ko Wr ~ -=- 14;; ~ 
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Hongi (b.) the Chronicle of the Emperors, and (c.) the Shoki, discloses the 

following facts : 

(i) Of the items 111 the Tenson Hongi about two thirds appear also m 

the Chronicle of the Emperors (about 35 items). 

(ii) Of the above items, only 4 appear also m the Shoki. 

(iii) 7 of the entries in the Tenson Hongi appear in the Shoki but 

not in the Chronicle of the Emperors. (These include 'impottant' items, 

e.g. concerning the jfi$ JI., of which a part, only, appears in the Chronicle of 

the Emperors, and also items concerning the reign of Temmu.) 

(iv) The Shoki contains a large amount of information concerning 

Mononobe scions (including,· e.g. the quarrel between the Mononobe and the 

Soga concerning Buddhism, in Kimmei 13 'and Bidatsu 14), which appears 

nowhere in the Kuji Hongi, but in nearly every case the Mononobe persons 

concerned are mentioned in the Tenson Hongi (and sometimes in the Chronicle 

of the Emperors as well.) 

(v) There is one item of information shared between the Shoki and the 

Chronicle of the Emperors, which does not appear in the Tenson Hongi 

(Anko pre-accession. But the man concerned, * ruff 1irn11 ~' is mentioned in 

the T enson Hongi.) 

(vi) There is not one item concerning the Mononobe, which 1s wholly 

peculiar to the Chronicle of the Emperors. 

(vii) In only two instances is a year assigned by the Tenson Hongi to 

the events which it records; in both these cases, the event is found also m 

the Shoki. 

(viii) 011e of the above two events (Sujin 60) is also found in the Chronicle 

of the Emperors, phrased identically the same as the account in the Tenson 

Hongi, which differs slightly from the Shoki. 

These facts are doubtless susceptible of various explanations, but' the most 

plausible would seem to be :-
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(a.) That the Tenson .Hongi and Chroi1icle of the Emperors were originally 

separate compilations, of different authorship. 

(b.) That the majority of the Mononobe items m the Chronicle of the 

Emperors were inserted, often, carelessly, when it and the Tenson Hongi had 

been brought together, from the Tenson Hongi. 

(c.) That the Tens on Hongi was originally no more than a bare genealogy 

and record of the titles obtained by the Mononobe, and that one or two 

stories, taken from the Shoki, were later interpolated. 

It remains possible that the Tenson Hongi was not compiled at all until 

after the Shoki, but it ,vould still have to be regarded as basically an independent 

work,. subjected to interpolations from the Sboki. In any case; the Tenson 

Hongi appears to be a composite work m view of the contradictions it 

contains, the use of Ji Is as well as :mi jj!j, and the ocurrence in the same 

paragraph of different spellings of Ojin's name, \'t m and ,g ::k. (This latte1: 

spelling is used throughout the Harima Fudoki.) But these questions do not 

affect that of the original date of compilation of the Chronicle of the Emperors, 

if the relationship between these two portions of the Kuji Hongi is as above 

conjectured. 

X. Kojiki 

The only items for which the Chronicle of the Emperors appears· to be 

directly indebted to the. Kojiki concern the ages, elates of death and places 

of burial of six successive Emperors, as follows (some of these particulars 

have already been mentioned above, under 'dating.') :~. 

Nintoku ~date of death, apparently based on the 'original commentary' of 

the Kojiki. ('dating\ I.) 

Richu -alternative date of death, basis as above. ('dating', n;) 

Hanzei -age and place of burial. (Information on these points 1s lacking 
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m the Shoki. Note that the place of burial-~ {}'{-=is spelt as u1 

the Kojiki, while for Richu the same place is spelt as in the 

Shoki s % .~.) 

lngyo. -age (78) (Various MSS _of the Shoki give vanous ages, but ·not 

this one.) 

Anko -age of the Emperor and of mi~ ::::E at the time. (This information 

is lacking in the Shoki.) 

Yuryaku --=f };z of the year of death ('dating', o.), age and place of burial. 

(Shoki lacks the age but gives the place of _burial under Seinei 1. 

The Kuji Hongi also gives the place of burial under Seinei 1 and 

follows the spelling of the Shoki, having previously followed that 

of the Kojiki. In this case only, the Kojiki's formula, f!~ ~ ~ ... is 

used in the Ku ji Hongi instead of the usual ~ ( r) ... ) 

It seems that most, if not all, of the above items should be regarded as 

.later interpolations. In any case they seem to throw no light on the question 

-of the relative antiquity of the Chronicle of the Emperors and the correspond

ing portion of the Kojiki. It is difficult to know:,_what significance, if any, 

attaches to the fact that successive Emperors are involved; these are not the 

only Emperors for whom the Shoki and Kuji Hongi lack such information. 

(It is, doubtless, no more than a curious coincidence that, among these six 

Emperors, five are probably to he iq.entified with the five kings of 1i mentioned 

.111 the * :;f: 1~ ffl {f..) 

It is true that in its account. of the death of Chuai, the Kuji Hongi 

-( 109-7 & s) has a passage of some 70 characters, which is not found either 

in the Shoki or in the Kojiki, but which contains one phtase from the 

parallel passage of. the Kojiki-]11¥1 j'( Ji z (Kojiki, ~p !l 1( Ji :M-. Shintei 

Zoho Kokushi Taikei vol. 7 p. 95-2), and one which might he an elegant 

translation of the Kojiki, and some phrasing reminiscent of, but not the same 

.as, the Shoki. But it canilot be said that this passage is truly either a tran-
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script or a summary of either work. 

As has already been suggested, this paucity of direct borrowing from the 

Kojiki renders it implausible to account for slight deviations from the Shoki 

by invoking the "influence" of the Koj{ki. 

XL Objections 

.· Some specific objections to the arguments here brought forward have 

been mentioned and, it is hoped, answered in the preceding pages. However,. 

the assertion, mentioned in formulae (b.) above, that the Chinese posthumous. 

names were in the original version of the Chronicle of the Emperors has not 

yet been answered. I have also searched for objections and found two, which,. 

though senous, can hardly be said to outweigh the accmnulated evidence 

already- offered; these two points are specified below. 

( a . .) The Chinese posthumous names. The use of these names constitutes. 

the only feature of the Chronicle of the Emperors (apart from item c., below),. 

which is demonstrably later than the elate of the compilation of the Shoki. 

These names appear in three ways : 

( i) A~ the heading of each. reign. 

(ii) 6 times.· in the text, in comments, or brief passages resembling com

ments, which do not appear in the Shoki. 

(iii) Twice in the text in place of the Japanese 'okurina ', which appear 

m the corresponding passages of the Shoki. 

The assertion that the account of each reign was originally preceded by 

the name of the Emperor seems reasonable. Not only does this occur 

throughout the Shoki, but the syntax of the first sentence of the accounts of 

at least two reigns in the Kuji Hongi is such that the heading must be read 

as part of the sentence. The two reigns concerned are. those of Jimmu and 

Chuai; those of Suizei, Annei and Itoku may 'be included, depending on the 
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way m which the openmg words are read. But the further contention that 

the heading must from the first have consisted of the Chinese posthumous. 

name and not the Japanese, though strongly based, cannot be proved. The 

argument would seem to be that, in the case of Jimmu and Chuai, the 

Japanese posthumous name, which appears in the second and first sentences 

respectively (for texts, see 'formulae' a., above.), would be redundant if it 

had already appeared in the heading; therefore, it could not have appeared 

in the heading. This 1s a strong argument but, it involves the following 

senous contradiction. At the beginning of the reign of Sµizei we find : ~ -ft-fit 

3'( £ (heading) ,iT$ El * ~ ~ ~ 3'( £ ~ ~ -=f-~ ,iT$ ~ *-i. Jfl Jf ~ £ ~ S ~ frf 

X £. Here is an example of precisely such redundancy as that to which 

objection is raised. It cannot be argued by those who hold that jf-2( ~ :R £ 

was the original heading, that the ~ S etc. in the text was an interpolation; 

while redundancy in the original composition (such as seems to have occurred 

in the cases of Jimmu and Chuai) is conceivable, so unnecessary an interpola

tion is surely not. On the other hand, from the standpoint that the original 

heading consisted of the Japanese posthumous name, such an interpolation. 

is readily conceivable. Thus the only way out of this position open to the 

objector is to maintain, at least in the case of Suizei, that the original head

ing was indeed the Japanese posthumous name and that the ~ S etc. found 

in the text ( together, perhaps, with the other textual Chinese posthumous 

names) was in the original text. This seriously reduces the sfrength of the 

objection. 

As for (ii) and (iii) above, there is little difficulty 111 regarding these as 

interpolations or glosses, which supplanted the original text. 

(b.) The burial of Ingyo. Instead of the usual ~ (r) ... ~' the Kuji 

Hongi says, ~ 7E_ £ "Ji} ••• ~- In the Shoki. where precisely the same wording 

appears, the abnormality of writing :R £ is clearly clue to the interposition., 

between the death and the burial, of an account of the grief of the king of 
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Shiragi. But this account, in common with nearly all other material concern

ing Korea, is absent from the Kuji Hongi (see 'contents', a.) and there is, 

consequently, no such explanation for this sole departure from the normal 

wording. However, it has already been remarked (see 'Kojiki' above) that 

in the accounts of six consecutive reigns, including that of lngyo, information 

concerning date of death etc. appears to have been interpolated from the 

Kojiki. In two of these cases, the place of burial seemed to have come 

from the Kojiki, but it is perhaps just possible that for all these six reigns 

the Kuji Hongi originally lacked information on this point, and the informa

tion was supplied, where available, from the Shoki, and otherwise from the 

Kojiki. Thus this identity of wording would be explained as interpolation. 

But it must be admitted that the objection remains a strong one and the 

explanation weak; 

(c.) The mention of ;;f;n ~ in the reign of Nintoku. Songs do not 

appear in the Chronicle of the Emperors, except in the account of Jimmu's 

pre-accession period, which appears in the Ko son Hongi (Vol. 6. ). Elsewhere, 

either the whole context of the songs is omitted, or the omission of the songs 

themselves is admitted with the formula: We 8 ~~:ff Z/J. But we find in 

Nintoku pi·e-accessio~1 (113-6): miJ 8 ~ ~ ZU :tE %n ~ ia. It seems, at the 

least, most unlikely that the term %1~ f;Jk was in use at the beginning of the 

Nara period. At the same time, it is difficult to regard this as an interpola

tion, since, in that case, we should expect "Nihon Shoki ... " or words to 

that effect, instead of %f-l ;lk f;jj. It might even be argued that this item throws 

.suspicion on all the 1W m3 etc. mentioned elsewhere in the Chronicle of the 

Emperors, and that these references are all deliberate attempts to show that 

the Kuji Hongi owed nothing to the Shoki. This item is not easy to explain 

.on any hypothesis about the compilation of the Kuji Ho1igi; 
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XII. Conclusion 

For a summary of the foregoing evidence and arguments, the reader may 

be ref erred to the introduction, and a recapitulation will be ·dispensed with 

here. If there is any truth in the view advocated here, the Kuji Hongi once 

more becomes an indispensable document for the study of the Nihon Shoki 

and of ancient Japanese history in general. In this event, certain further 

problems urgently demand study. Such problems concern the purpose and 

date of the preface of the Kuji Hongi, the relative antiquity of the Kuji 

Hongi and the Kojiki, the source of the passages apparently derived from the 

Kogo Shui, the relationship between the· Chronicle of the Emperors and the 

account of the Divine Age in the Kuji Hongj, the true part played by the 

Mononobe in the production of the work, etc. etc. Whatever the outcome of 

these studies, comparison of the parallel passages of the Kuji Hongi and Kojiki 

should at any rate prove of considerable linguistic interest. 

Finally, I wish to thank Professor Iwai Hirosato E # * ~' Director of 

the Library of the Toyo Bunko, Professor Wada Sei ;fr:! E8 frt, Director of the 

Research Department, and Professor Enoki Kazuo tl ~· 1$, Deputy Director of 

the Research Department, not only for the privilege of publication in these 

Memoirs, but also for all the facilities and assistance extended to me by the 

Toyo Bunko. I am much indebted to Mr. Matsumura Jun 1~ 1:--Ji~, Member 

of the Research Department, not only for proof-reading, but also for incessant 

practical assistance of all kinds throughout my stay in Ja pan. 

Addendum to p. 82, note 1. 

Since going to press, my attention has been drawn to the view of Mr. Saito Shoji 

ff jJi ~ =, the most vigorous champion the Kuji Hongi has ever had. In his Nihon 

Kodai Shi Ko El* if {-le JI:. ?iJ(, vol. l (Tokyo, 1952) pp. 102-108, Mr. Saito roundly 

condemns the unproven assumption that the Kuji Hongi was copied from the Shoki etc., 

asserts that the style closely resembles that of documents of the Suiko period, and that it 
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was probably a Mononobe production of the reign of Bidatsu. It is unfortunate that Mr. 
'Saito ignores the impossibility of the Kuji Hongi having provided the source for the ac
•counts of the Divine Age in the Shoki and Kojjki,; and that he offers no proof of his 
assertions. Nevertheless, his interesting view does not deserve the severe treatment it receives 
:at the hands of Professor Matsumura Takeo ;f:~ ;f:t ~ 14/i in his Nihon Shinwa no Kenkyu 
8 ;,js:. ffiqr lfili ID llf1= ~ vol. I. (Tokyo, 1954) pp. 341-2. Profe3sor Matsumura takes the con

ventional view of the relationship between . the texts of the Kuji Hongi and the Shoki etc. 


